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Section A

Text 1

Study the webpage below and answer Questions 1-4 in the Question Paper Booklet. 

Make a Reservation Follow us on 

SANDS REWARD > EMAIL NEWSLETTER >

HOTEL SKYPARK MUSEUM ENTERTAINMENT CASINO SHOPPING RESTAURANTS CONVENTIONS WEDDINGS

HOME > ENTERTAINMENT > SHOWS> THE ART OF THE BRICK EXHIBITION CATALOGUE

The Art Of The Brick Exhibition Catalogue
96 pages paperback, full-colour illustrations, 7” X 9”

Explore Nathan’s personal journey

Enjoy the special rate of S$16 (usual retail price S$20) when you purchase 
online or with the Art of the Brick exhibition ticket.

Learn more about Brick Artist Nathan Sawaya’s exhibition, The Art of the Brick, at the 
ArtScience Museum, with the Art of the Brick exhibition catalogue. It explores Nathan’s 
personal journey, explaining his development as an artist and why he chooses to use 
LEGO bricks as his art medium and provides insight into his creative process and vision. 
The catalogue also features all of Nathan’s artworks in the exhibition, and the inspiration 
behind each of the pieces.

< 196K people like this

Exhibition Catalogues

PURCHASE

DURATION: 
17 November 2012 – 26 May 2013 

_______________________

YOU CAN ALSO 
PURCHASE YOUR 
CATALOGUES FROM :

HOTLINE : +65 6688 8826

CONCIERGE, HOTEL LOBBY
TOWER 1  AND 3

RETAIL CONCIERGE, 
THE SHOPPES

AT MARINA BAY SANDS, L1

SKYPARK TICKETING COUNTER
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Section B

Text 2

Read the article below carefully and answer Questions 5-13 in the Question Paper Booklet.

1 Men in patched overalls and women in freshly washed blouses walk down a narrow 
lane just after six in the morning. They are packed in tightly like spectators leaving a 
sports stadium but this is their life, their every morning. Backs are straight; trousers 
and sleeves rolled up, exposing mottled yet able limbs. They crush discarded 
wrappers of quick-fry breakfasts under foot, corn and oil dripping from mouths. 
Banana skins are ground to dust by thousands of feet.

1

5 

2 Everyone is moving in one direction, jostling and shoving, out of a maze of low-
strung shacks, past shops selling shoes and phones that have already been open 
an hour, out into the high-rise centre of Nairobi, where factories and offices pay 
salaries – everyone, that is, except a limp male figure huddled in a corner strafed by 
the first delicate rays of the sun. He seems to wait for the crowd to pass or at least 
thin before he dares to swim upstream. His hair is short and shiny as if sanded 
down rather than cut; his shirt is in pieces. He tells your correspondent that he has 
just arrived from the countryside. This is not home, he says. He does not sound 
convinced it ever will be.

10

15

3 His name is Jonah Kasiri and he is 23 years old. He came to Nairobi on an 
overnight minibus with his worldly possessions – a battered alarm clock and an 
additional pair of cotton trousers – packed into a canvas bag that smells of ripe fruit. 
His village in Kenya’s west, as he describes it, sounds like many: a verdant clump of 
trees and animals where man eats what he can hunt or gather but has little chance 
of betterment.

20

4 For that one has to come to the city. His cousin went to Nairobi two years ago and 
returned for a visit last week, wearing two mobile phones in a leather pouch on the 
belt of a brand new pair of pleated trousers. That made an impression on Mr Kasiri.
When his cousin offered to help him follow suit, he jumped at the chance. 25

5 The crowd eases and we walk into the maze of shacks. Mr Kasiri says he must 
relieve himself but cannot afford to. In the city nothing is free. We come to a cement 
floor divided into seven stalls, each with a hole. “Is it clean?” asks the customer in 
front of us. The proprietor, Teresia Ngusye, seated on a stool, handing out tissue 
paper, says she cleans every hour, pointing down the alley to similar looking 
shacks. “See the competition I have.” She charges us ten shillings (12 cents), which 
she says will go toward building a second set of toilets. Mr Kasiri nods. Everything in 
the city is an opportunity. He too might one day like to run such an establishment. In 
parting, the newly minted city boy hears a warning, “Bowel problems are expensive.”

30

6 This is Kibera. Often, and probably rightly, described as Africa’s biggest slum, it is 
home to perhaps a million people. Noboday knows for sure, since Kibera is left to its 
own devices. Government is absent: it offers the residents (regarded as squatters) 
no services, opens no schools, operates no hospitals, paves no roads, connects no 
power lines and pumps no water into homes.

35

7 And yet Kibera, wedged in between ornate embassies and a well-tended golf 
course, is an integral part of Nairobi. Its residents live in a dozen villages on a piece 
of land half a mile wide and two miles long, draped like a bath mat on a tub across a 
slope falling into a man-made lake. Once the slope was wooded and each village 

40
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had only a few houses. In the past 30 years they have fused to become one of the 
world’s most densely populated places, garnering a measure of first-world nototriety. 
Kibera features in the film “The Constant Gardener”, based on the eponymous John 
le Carre novel, as well as in a music video by Sarah McLachlan, a Canadian pop 
singer, representing the epitome of poverty. 

45

8 Kibera’s origins are Western. A century ago British colonial rulers gave small plots 
of land on the edge of Nairobi to Nubian soldiers serving in the King’s African Rifles. 
They built mud huts below the road leading to the farm of Karen Blixen – made 
famous in the film “Out of Africa”, based on the Danish writer’s life. The land was 
later nationalised but the Nubians stayed put and rented parts of it to newcomers. 
Today most homes are made of ragged tin and reused timber. Walking in the 
warren of narrow lanes that divide them, some only shoulder-wide and all of them 
devoid of cars, one is reminded of a medieval European city.

50

55

       Adapted from Upwardly Mobile Africa: Boomtown slum in The Economist 22nd Dec,2012

Glossary
Nairobi – capital of Kenya, a country in East Africa.

Kibera – a neighborhood in the city of Nairobi.
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Section C

Text 3

The article below is about domestic service in Britain.       
Read it carefully and answer Questions 15-22 in the Question Paper Booklet.

1 Certain things, tradition suggest, should not be discussed “in front of the servants”.
In addition, historian Lucy Delap of St Catherine’s College, Cambridge believes we 
have never been very open in discussing domestic service itself. We may relish its 
TV portrayal, but a better historical sense of the good and bad sides of servant life, 
and its modern survival in new forms, has always been more elusive. 5 

2 The scale of such labour, Dr Delap suggests, is one of the first things to grasp, 
comprising an “astonishingly high proportion of women’s employment”. In the 1930s 
servants still numbered around 1.6 million, nearly a quarter of the female workforce, 
working not only in stately homes, but also in suburban semis. 

3 Do the high numbers reflect many forced into service for lack of other opportunities? 
This may often have been the case, but Lucy Delap cautions against too bleak a 
view of servants’ lives. For women escaping, say, the drudgery of life in industrial or 
agricultural areas, domestic service could offer an escape. Given a good employer, 
it could be a “satisfying”, even “glamorous” job. Accommodation was provided and 
there were opportunities to save – although that was partly due to long hours and 
limited time for spending.

10

15

4 Those less fortunate, however, found themselves “unable to assert their rights at 
work and resist ill-treatment”. Servants could be dismissed instantly for such 
offences as “defiance of proper orders”, and struggled to find further work if denied 
an employer’s reference. Some even suffered physical and sexual assault. 20

5 The authorities were not unaware of such abuses, suggests Delap. But monitoring 
and controlling what went on in private homes was difficult. Official enquiries made 
proposals, but action was “always shelved” because government “never felt it could 
enforce” protection of domestic workers. The trade union movement also proved 
reluctant or unable to unionise servants. 25

6 That might have seemed  irrelevant amid talk of the new “servantless household”
after the Second World War. However, employment of outsiders – especially women 
– in the home has far from declined, even if their roles have been given new names,
from ‘home help’ and ‘charlady’ to ‘au pair’ and ‘nanny’. Such names, says Lucy 
Delap, tend to “duck the issue of what such workers really are”. She asserts there 
has been a “collective refusal” to acknowledge the amount of paid domestic labour 
that goes on”. And work such as cleaning often remains at the bottom of pay scales, 
and outside the formal economy. 

30

7 Recruits were drawn increasingly from abroad, ranging from Jews fleeing Nazi 
persecution to women from countries as varied as Spain, Malaysia and Sri Lanka.
More recently, men and women from Poland and other former communist countries 
have taken many domestic jobs.

35

8 They have faced new versions of old pressures – in the past, fear of sudden 
dismissal, now fear of deportation. Both have led to workers tolerating exploitation. 
The Overseas Domestic Worker visa, introduced in the 1990s but abolished earlier 
this year, gave migrant workers a procedure for quitting abusive employers without 

40
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losing their right to remain. Governments still point to what they say is the difficulty 
of implementing protection.

9 Meanwhile, popular fascination with the history of domestic service grows. But a 
more critical view is not what TV audiences seem to want. The writers of the original 
Upstairs, Downstairs series broadcast in the 1970s saw themselves as revealing 
harsh social divisions. Many viewers, it appears, approved nostalgically a time when 
people “knew their place”. 

45

10 These days, many people see a revived Upstairs, Downstairs and the wildly 
successful Downton Abbey as offering an escape from contemporary problems – 
Downton instead downturn, as the satirists might say.

50 

Adapted from ‘Changing Times: There’s more to domestic service than Downton Abbey’ 
in BBC History Magazine by Chris Bowlby

______________________________________________________________________
Text 1 is an adapted from ‘The Art of the Brick Exhibition Catalogue’ at http://www.marinbaysands.com  
Text 2 is adapted from Upwardly Mobile Africa: Boomtown slum in The Economist 22nd Dec,2012
Text 3 is adapted from ‘Changing Times: There’s more to domestic service than Downton Abbey’ in BBC 
History magazine by Chris Bowlby
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Section A [5 marks]

Refer to Text 1 on page 2 of the Insert for Questions 1-4. 

1 The webpage begins with the statement “96 pages paperback, full-colour illustrations, 7” 
X 9”. What effect is this intended to have on the reader?

………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………[1] 

2 Look at the middle of the webpage. With reference to the webpage, how does the 
photograph illustrate what the reader will glean about Brick Artist Nathan Sawaya’s 
creative process and vision?   

………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………[1] 

3 Refer to the statement in bold under the sub-heading “Explore Nathan’s personal 
journey”:

Enjoy the special rate of S$16 (usual retail price S$20) when you purchase online 
or with The Art of the Brick exhibition ticket.

Give two reasons why the information presented in the above statement will appeal to 
potential visitors to the ArtScience Museum.  

………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………[2] 

4 Which sentence gives the main purpose of the webpage?

.……………………………………………………………………………………………………... 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………[1] 
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Section B [20 marks]

Refer to Text 2 on pages 3 and 4 of the Insert for Questions 5-13. 

5 At the beginning of this text, the writer relates to us the typical morning scene in Nairobi. 
Explain how the language used in paragraph 1 makes the Africans appear to be very 
busy and purposeful in the morning.        

Support your ideas with three details from paragraph 1.  

………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………[3] 

6 Refer to the statement in paragraph 2, “a limp male figure huddled in a corner strafed by 
the first delicate rays of the sun’. (line 10-11)

Identify the word in the given statement that suggests :

(i) weakness               ……………………………………………….………………..……[1]

(ii) timidity    ………………………………...…………………………………… [1] 

7       In paragraph 2, the writer says the male appears to allow the crowd to pass or at least 
thin “before he dares to swim upstream”.        

(i) Identify the words which suggest the man is like a fish. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………….……[1] 

(ii) Why does the writer describe the man in this way?

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………….……[1] 
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8      In paragraph 6, the writer says “it offers the residents… no services, opens no schools, 
operates no hospitals, paves no roads, connects no power lines and pumps no water into 
homes”. (lines 37-39)

What is unusual and effective about the repetition of “no” in the sentence?  

…..…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………….……..………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………[2] 

9      The writer uses literary devices “like spectators leaving a sports stadium (line 2-3) and 
“wait for the crowd to pass before he dares to swim upstream” (line 11-12). What do these 
literary devices suggest about his view of Kibera? [2]

Literary Devices Writer’s view of Kibera
“like spectators leaving a sports stadium”
“wait for the crowd to pass before he dares 
to swim upstream”

10     Paragraph 7 begins with “Kibera, wedged in between ornate embassies and a well-tended 
golf course, is an integral part of Nairobi”.

What two things does this suggest about Kibera?

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………[2]

11    In your own words, explain what perspective of Kibera is given in the music video by 
Canadian pop singer Sarah McLachlan? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………[1] 

12 “Bowel problems are expensive” (line 34). Is this warning accurate? Give evidence to 
support your answer.  

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………[2]
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13 The structure of the text reflects the main feelings of the writer as he reacts to the 
shanty-town Kibera. Complete the flow chart by choosing one word from the box to 
summarise the main feeling described in each part of the text. There are some extra 
words in the box that you do not need to use.  [4] 

Fascinated Appalled Delighted Indignant Surprised Bewildered Secure

Paragraph 1 : (i)  …………………………………………………..

Paragraph 2 : (ii)  …………………………………………………..

Paragraph 5 : (iii)  ………………………………………………….. 

Paragraph 6 : (iv)  …………………………………………………..
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Section C [25 marks]

Refer to Text 3 on pages 5 and 6 of the Insert for Questions 14-19.  

14  (i) What do “certain things” (line 1) refer to? 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………[1]

  (ii) Why does the writer describe them as things, traditionally, not to be discussed “in 
front of the servants”?                  

     
……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………[1]

15 (i) Which words in the passage show our attitude towards the topic of servants in 
different realms of life?                        

In TV portrayal

In real life

[1]

(ii) What has been “elusive” about the topic of servants? Answer in your own words.

………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………[1] 
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16 Here is a part of a conversation between two students, Mei and Siva, who have read the 
article. 

So, the servants
benefitted from their 
choice of work.

No, the writer 
mentions some 
problems that arose 
from this choice of 
work.

(i) Identify any two examples from paragraph 3 that Mei can give to support her views. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………[1] 

(ii) How would Siva explain his position with reference to paragraph 3? 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………[2] 

17 The writer states that the action by authorities to deal with the servant abuses was 
“always shelved” (line 23).

Explain why the writer chooses to describe the action by the authorities with the 
underlined words.          

………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………[2] 

18 “The employment of outsiders…in the home has far from declined”. With reference to the 
italicized phrase, explain how we know that paid domestic labour is still common.    

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………[1] 
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[Detach this page and hand in separately]

19 Using your own words as far as possible, summarise the experiences of the servants. 
[15]

USE ONLY INFORMATION FROM PARAGRAPHS 2 TO 5.

Your summary, which must be in continuous writing (not note form), must not be longer 
than 80 words (not counting the words given to help you begin).

Begin your summary as follows: 

Dr Lucy Delap of Cambridge tells us that the servants….

____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

INDEX NO.:  ____________________
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_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________  

No. of words: ________  [15]         
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This paper consists of 7 pages.

Section A [5 marks]

Refer to Text 1 on page 2 of the Insert for Questions 1-4.  

1. The webpage begins with the statement “96 pages paperback, full-colour illustrations, 7” 
X 9”. What effect is this intended to have on the reader?                                           [1m]

ANS: It gives the reader / potential buyer enough information to make an informed 
choice about his / her purchase/something worth buying. [1]

2. Look at the middle of the webpage. With reference to the webpage, how does the 
photograph illustrate what the reader will glean about Brick Artist Nathan Sawaya’s 
creative process and vision?                         [1m]

ANS: It tells the reader that the artist uses LEGO bricks in his creative process 
and he views this as a way to reveal his inner self/ bare his soul. [1] OR 

         It tells the reader that the exhibition is unusual because of the use of LEGO 
bricks and that it is astounding/out of the ordinary because of how the model 
is portrayed.

* Award marks for any other reasonable answer.

3. Refer to the statement in bold under the sub-heading “Explore Nathan’s personal 
journey”: 

Enjoy the special rate of S$16 (usual retail price S$20) when you purchase online 
or with The Art of the Brick exhibition ticket.

Give two reasons why the information presented in the above statement will appeal to 
potential visitors to the ArtScience Museum.         [2m]

ANS: Potential visitors will enjoy a discount on the book when they make visit to 
the ArtScience Museum. [1] OR

            Potential visitors to the ArtScience Museum may purchase the book online 
at a discounted price to examine the content of the exhibition before 
making up their minds about visiting the museum OR 

            Potential visitors to the ArtScience Museum may purchase the book online 
at a discounted price to examine the content of the exhibition before 
making concrete/ detailed plans about the nature of their visit to the 
museum.  [1]

* Award marks for any other reasonable answer. Award marks for 2 reasonable answers.

4. Which sentence gives the main purpose of the webpage?                  [1m]

ANS: Learn more about the Brick Artist Nathan Sawaya’s exhibition, The Art of 
the Brick, at ArtScience Museum, with the Art of the Brick exhibition catalogue. [1]

www.KiasuExamPaper.com 
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Section B [20 marks]

Refer to Text 2 on page 3 of the Insert for Questions 5-13. 

5. At the beginning of this text, the writer relates to us the typical morning scene in Nairobi.
Explain how the language used in paragraph 1 makes the Africans appear to be very
busy and purposeful in the morning.

Support your ideas with three details from paragraph 1.  [3m]

ANS: “men in…overalls and women in freshly washed blouses walk down a …lane 
just after six”. This tells us that many Africans dress for work/make themselves 
ready themselves for work early in the morning. [1]

“quick-fry breakfasts”. This tells us that Africans are keen to fortify themselves for 
the work ahead of them by eating rapidly.  [1]

“banana skins are ground to dust by thousands of feet.” [1] This tells us that 
Africans are so preoccupied with getting to their destinations that they don’t pay 
attention to discarding their refuse properly.

6. In paragraph 2, “a limp male figure huddled in a corner strafed by the first delicate rays of
the sun’.  (line 10-11)                                                                                                    [2m]

Identify the word in the given statement which suggests
(i) weakness  – limp [1]
(ii) timidity – huddled [1]

7. In paragraph 2, the writer says the male appears “to wait for the crowd to pass or at least
thin before he dares to swim upstream”. [2m] 

(i) Identify the words which suggest the man is like a fish   – swim upstream [1]
(ii) Why does the writer describe the man in this way?  – This is to indicate the 

effort he is making to do something that is necessary for his survival. [1]
/This is to indicate that he is facing difficulties in what he has to do to 
survive.

8. In paragraph 6, the writer says “it offers the residents… no services, opens no schools,
operates no hospitals, paves no roads, connects no power lines and pumps no water
into homes”. (lines 37-39)

What is unusual and effective about the repetition of “no” in the sentence? [2m]
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ANS: Citizens expect the government to provide basic services but none of these 
is provided [1]. The failure of the government in performing its duty is highlighted 
by the series of negations. [1]

9. The writer uses literary devices “like spectators leaving a sports stadium (lines 2-3) and 
“wait for the crowd to pass before he dares to swim upstream” (lines 11-12). What do 
these literary devices suggest about his view of Kibera?                                                [2]                         

Literary Devices Writer’s view of Kibera
“like spectators leaving a sports stadium” It is very tightly packed/It is very crowded
“wait for the crowd to pass before he dares 
to swim upstream”

All individuals have to conform/be patient 
because of the size and density of the 
crowd.

10. Paragraph 7 begins with “Kibera, wedged in between ornate embassies and a well -  
tended golf course, is an integral part of Nairobi”.

What two things does this suggest about Kibera?                                                     [2m]

ANS: It tells us about Kibera’s relative physical position/location [1] and its 
importance. [1] OR Kibera contrasts vastly [1] with its wealthy 
surroundings/neighbours [1]

11.    In your own words, explain what perspective of Kibera is given in the music video by 
         Canadian pop singer Sarah McLachlan?                                                                     [1m]

         ANS: It is the extreme representation of poverty. [1]
        (from “epitome of poverty”)

12. “Bowel problems are expensive” (line 34). Is this warning accurate? Give evidence to 
support your answer.                                                                          [2m]
     

            ANS: Yes [1]. An average individual cannot afford to have bowel problems. [1] OR
            Yes [1]. It costs individuals ten shillings to use a public toilet. [1] OR
            Yes [1]. It is considered a lucrative business and customers pay for the    

sanitation service. [1]
* accept any two

13. The structure of the text reflects the main feelings of the writer as he reacts to the 
shanty-town Kibera. Complete the flow chart by choosing one word from the box to 
summarise the main feeling described in each part of the text.There are some extra 
words in the box that you do not need to use.             [4]

Fascinated Appalled Delighted Indignant Surprised Bewildered Secure

Paragraph 1 : (i)  Fascinated  

Paragraph 2 : (ii) Bewildered
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Paragraph 5 : (iii)  Appalled  

Paragraph 6 : (iv)  Indignant

Section C [25 marks]

Refer to Text 3 on pages 4 and 5 of the Insert for Questions 14-19. 

14.  (i) What do “certain things” (line 1) refer to? [1]

ANS: Matters relating to domestic service/domestic servants. [1] OR            
Personal matters concerning the family [1].

(ii) Why does the writer describe them as things, traditionally, not to be discussed “in 
front of the servants”? [1]  

     
ANS: Some people consider themselves superior relative to the servants. [1] OR 
Some people deem it necessary to maintain a distance between themselves and 
the servants. [1]

15. (i) How have we treated the topic of servants in different realms of life?                        

In TV portrayal relished

In real life avoided/eluded

[1]

(ii) What has been “elusive” about the topic of servants? Answer in your own words.
  

ANS: The positive and negative aspects of being a servant. [1]

16. Here is a part of a conversation between two students, Mei and Siva, who have read the 
article. 

So, the servants
benefitted from their 
choice of work.

No, the writer 
mentions some 
problems that arose 
from this choice of 
work.

(i) Identify any two examples from paragraph 3 that Mei can give to support her views.

ANS: “considered an escape from the drudgery of life in the industrial or 
agricultural areas” [1] OR
“possibility of good employers” [1] OR
“accommodation provided” [1] OR
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“opportunities to save” [1]

* accept any two

(ii) How would Siva explain his position with reference to the same paragraph? 

ANS: Longer hours [1] and little opportunity to spend [1].

17. The writer states that the action by authorities to deal with the servant abuses was
“always shelved” (line 23).

Explain why the writer chooses to describe the action by the authorities with the
underlined words.

ANS: Servants’ lives often involve shelving [1] and the writer is attempting to
show the debasement by equating the servants with objects that they
encounter in their work [1].

18. “The employment of outsiders…in the home has far from declined”. With reference to the
italicized phrase, explain how we know that paid domestic labour is still common.

ANS: The names have merely been changed [1] OR
There are still outsiders employed to clean the house [1] OR
look after children [1].

19. Using your own words as far as possible, summarise the experiences of the servants.
[15]

USE ONLY INFORMATION FROM PARAGRAPHS 2 TO 5.

Your summary, which must be in continuous writing (not note form), must not be longer 
than 80 words (not counting the words given to help you begin).

Begin your summary as follows: 

Dr Lucy Delap of Cambridge tells us that the servants…

No. From the passage Paraphrase

1 not only in stately homes but also in 
suburban semis 

comfortable /luxurious workplaces

2 offer an escape give respite/give a break from

3

“satisfying” … “glamorous” 

gratifying/pleasing/rewarding/alluring/attractive

because of the work was exciting/ unusual/ 
allowed one to show off to others

4 accommodation was provided offered residence / Could save on living 
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expenses

5 opportunities to save facilitated saving

6 Long hours prolonged toil

7 Limited time for spending restricted/little personal time

8 Unable to assert their rights and resist ill-
treatment vulnerable and abused

9 Dismissed instantly for such offences as 
“defiance of proper orders” little job security

10
Struggled to find further work if denied 
an employer’s reference

dependant on the goodwill of employers

had to practise self-restraint for the sake of 
their future

11 Suffered physical and sexual assault vulnerable and abused

12 Action was “always” shelved because 
the government never felt it could 
enforce “protection of domestic workers”

neglected by the government

13 The trade union movement also proved 
reluctant or unable to unionise servants not served by unions

        

END OF PAPER
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Section A [10 marks]

Carefully read the text below, consisting of 12 lines, about Madam Pang’s ski expedition. The 
first and last lines are correct. For eight of the lines, there is one grammatical error in each line. 
There are two more lines with no errors.

If there is NO error in a line, put a tick ( ) in the space provided.
If the line is incorrect, circle the incorrect word and write the correct word in the space provided.
The correct word you provide must not change the original meaning of the sentence.

Examples: 

I arrived   to my destination at 2 p.m.  ……………… 

My mother always wears sensible clothes.  ……………… 

Business analyst Sophis Pang glides anonymously through the crowd of after-work 

runners and bench-pressers at her Pasir Ris gym. She will be the first to admitting 1   ………………

that she is not instantly recognisable. However, Madam Pang, in her late 30s and 2   ………………

unassuming as she is, is a role model to thousand of women here, and now she 3 ………………

wants to inspire children too. The mother of three becomes the first Singaporean to 4 ………………

ski 900 kilometres from the Antartica Coast to the South Pole in 2009. Coming 5   ………………

February, she will join a charity organisation to climb the 5,895 metres Mount 6   ………………

Kilimanjaro on Tanzania, the world’s high free-standing mountain. However, 7   ………………

Madam Pang is no Hillary or Roald Amundsen, explorers who dedicated their life to 8   ………………

adventure. She simply loves nature. Before her South Pole challenge act, she had 9   ………………

only skied at Holiday resorts. Moreover, she had yet to scale a mountain. Any 

mountain.

10 ………………

at
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Section A [10 marks]

Carefully read the text below, consisting of 12 lines, about the benefits of rice. The first and last 
lines are correct. For eight of the lines, there is one grammatical error in each line. There are 
two more lines with no errors.

If there is NO error in a line, put a tick ( ) in the space provided.
If the line is incorrect, circle the incorrect word and write the correct word in the space provided.
The correct word you provide must not change the original meaning of the sentence.

Examples: 

I arrived   to  my destination at 2 p.m.                            ……………… 

My mother always wears sensible clothes.       ……………… 

Business analyst Sophis Pang glides anonymously through the crowd of after-work 

Runners and bench-pressers at her Pasir Ris gym. She will be the first to admitting 1 admit

that she is not instantly recognisable. But Madam Pang, in her late 30s and 2

unassuming as she is, is a role model to thousand of women here, and now she 3 thousands

wants to inspire children too. The mother of three becomes the first Singaporean to 4 became

ski 900km from the Antartica Coast to the South Pole in 2009. Coming February 5 Come

She will join a charity organisation to climb the 5,895m Mount Kilimanjaro on 6   

Tanzania, the world’s high free-standing mountain. But Madam Pang is no 7 highest

Edmund Hillary or Roald Amundsen, explorers who dedicated their life to 8 lives

adventure.She simply loves nature. Before her South Pole challenge act, she had 9challenging

only everskied at Holiday resorts. And she had yet to scale a mountain. Any 

mountains.

10 has

at
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Section B [30 marks]

You are advised to write between 250 and 350 words for this section.

You should look at the printout of a brochure on page 3, study the information carefully and 
plan your answer before beginning to write.

Your cousin has just completed her O-level examinations and is currently waiting for the 
release of the results. Your aunt is quite concerned that she might be idling her time away 
and requested for your advice in how she could spend her break effectively. You have done 
your research and have found the following brochure. 

Write an email to your cousin suggesting: 

the course/certificate she should apply for
reasons for your choice and how she will benefit from the course
include one other activity/hobby she can engage in to keep herself occupied.

Write your email in clear, accurate English and in a keen, enthusiastic tone, to convince her to 
consider your advice.

You should use your own words as much as possible.
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Certificate in Beauty 
Therapy Gives you the skills and confidenceto provide beauty treatments safelyand effectivelyDevelop the necessary skills toprovide advice on and sell retailand cosmetic productsGain working experience at theschool’s student salon and learnthe element of working in a busysalon and customer relations.

Certificate in 
Business 

Administration Lead to career opportunities if youwant to work in administrativesupport rolesImprove adminstrative andcomputing skillsYou will also learn writtencommunication and office skills
Certificate in Children’s Services Make a positive and meaningful impact on children’s livesYou will learn to interact effectively with children, identify and respondto children and young people at risk.You can also use this to further your career in fields such as pre-schoolkindergarten.

Section C [30 marks]
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Begin your answer on  a fresh page.

You are advised to write between 350 and 500 words on one of the following topics.

At the head of your composition, write the number of the topic you have chosen.

1 ‘Time is a thief.’ Do you always manage your time efficiently?

2 “Social media is nothing more than a distraction.” What are your views?

3 “Teenagers are becoming more materialistic.” Discuss 

4 What is sportsmanship to you? Describe two events or people you know that exemplify 

sportsmanship.  
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Section A [10 marks]

Carefully read the text below, consisting of 12 lines, about the possibility of coffee prolonging 
one’s age. The first and last lines are correct. For eight of the lines, there is one grammatical 
error in each line. There are two more lines with no errors.  

If there is NO error in a line, put a tick ( ) in the space provided. 
If the line is incorrect, circle the incorrect word and write the correct word in the space 
provided. 
The correct word you provide must not change the original meaning of the sentence. 

Examples: 

I arrived to  my destination at 2pm. at
My mother always wears sensible clothes. 

For many people, it is their kick-start to the day but a new study has found that drinking 

certain types of coffee could also helped you to live longer. Researchers studied the 

elderly inhabitants of Greek Island Ikaria, which boasted the highest rate  of longevity 

on the world. They found that a cup of boiled Greek coffee could hold the key to good 

cardiovascular health, according to a new study publishing in SAGE journal Vascular 

Medicine. However, those who drank normal coffee, like those favoured in the UK, did 

not display the same good health. Study author Dr Gerasimos, by the University of 

Athens Medical School, said: 'Boiled Greek type of coffee, which are rich in polyphenols 

and antioxidants and contains only a moderate amount of caffeine, seemed to gather 

benefits compared to other coffee beverages. Ikarians are twice of likely to live past the 

age of 90 than in any other part of Europe. Health checks and questionnaires are used 

to get details on participants’ medical health, lifestyles and coffee drinking.

1 _______

2 _______

3 _______

4 _______

5 _______

6 _______

7 _______

8 _______

9 _______

10 ______
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Section A [10 marks]

Carefully read the text below, consisting of 12 lines, about the possibility of coffee prolonging 
one’s age. The first and last lines are correct. For eight of the lines, there is one grammatical 
error in each line. There are two more lines with no errors. 

If there is NO error in a line, put a tick ( ) in the space provided. 
If the line is incorrect, circle the incorrect word and write the correct word in the space 
provided. 
The correct word you provide must not change the original meaning of the sentence. 

Examples: 

I arrived to  my destination at 2pm. at
My mother always wears sensible clothes. 

For many people, it is their kick-start to the day but a new study has found that drinking 

certain types of coffee could also helped you to live longer. Researchers studied the 

elderly inhabitants of Greek Island Ikaria, which boasted the highest rate of longevity 

on the world. They found that a cup of boiled Greek coffee could hold the key to good 

cardiovascular health, according to a new study publishing in SAGE journal Vascular 

Medicine. However, those who drank normal coffee, like those favoured in the UK, did 

not display the same good health. Study author Dr Gerasimos, by the University of 

Athens Medical School, said: 'Boiled Greek type of coffee, which are rich in polyphenols 

and antioxidants and contains only a moderate amount of caffeine, seemed to gather 

benefits compared to other coffee beverages. Ikarians are twice of likely to live past the 

age of 90 than in any other part of Europe. Health checks and questionnaires are used 

to get details on participants’ medical health, lifestyles and coffee drinking.

1 help

2 who

3 in

4 published

5

6 from/of

7 is

8 seems

9 as

10
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Section B [30 marks]

You are advised to write between 250 and 350 words for this section. 
You should look at the poster on page 3, study the information carefully and plan your 

answer before beginning to write. 

You are the Chairperson of the National Education (NE) Club in your school. Your committee 
would like to organise a mini-carnival to be held in school in commemoration of this year’s 
Racial Harmony Day on Saturday, 20 July 2013, from 9am – 1pm. Funds raised from the 
food, drinks and games stalls will be used for future NE projects and events. 

Write a report to convince your Principal of the significance of organising this carnival and the 
benefits students can acquire from the activities planned. 

Your report should include the following details:

What the carnival is about and purpose for organising it

Two activities that will be happening and the benefits

Two ways on how the funds raised can be used for NE purposes

Write your report in clear, accurate English and in a respectful, polite tone, to persuade your 
Principal to allow your committee to organize this carnival. 

You should use your own words as much as possible. 
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MINI-CARNIVAL 
Date: Saturday, 20 July 2013 

Time: 9am – 1pm 
Venue: Broadway Secondary School Hall 

MULTI-RELIGIOUS & CULTURE 
EXHIBITION 

Provides information on the culture
of the various ethnic groups in
Singapore
Description of the main religions and
unique, historical places of worship
here

FOOD & DRINK STALLS 
Try out the different types
of local food such as Chinese
dumpling, Malay kueh and
Indian muruku crackers.
A cup of Bandung with pearl
or jelly  $1.50 only

Do you know 
that the base of 
tthe dome of the 

Sultan Mosque is 
made of soya 

sauce glass 
bottle caps? 

TRADITIONAL GAMES BOOTH 
Bond with your family and
friends by trying
out a variety of
traditional games like
hopscotch, five stones
and spinning tops.
Compete in the Chapteh
competition to kick the
Chapteh for the longest time
to obtain a prize!
Beautify your hands with
simple henna painting at $2
only!

COSTUME PHOTO BOOTH 
Create memories by dressing up in an
ethnic costume and get your
photograph taken with your family, and
friends of different races for just $1!

HISTORICAL DOCUMENTARY SCREENING 
Watch documentaries on the 1965 racial
riots, Hock Lee Bus riots and Maria
Hertogh riots.
Learn the impacts of racial riots and the
importance of preserving social cohesion.
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Section C [30 marks]

Begin your answer on a fresh page.

You are advised to write between 350 and 500 words on one of the following topics. 

At the head of your composition, write the number of the topic you have chosen.

1 Describe a time when you carried out volunteer work. What were the difficulties faced 
and lessons learnt?

Flag Day
Difficulties faced: 
Lack of time, people were rude and unwilling to donate, weather, 

Lessons learnt
Volunteer work should be done out of the heart. Should not expect any form of 
appreciation.
There are many kind people around who are generous, as well as many Singaporeans 
who can be rude.

2 Beauty pageants do more harm than good to children. Do you agree?

Agree
- Takes away the innocence of children and exposes them to the materialistic world 
out there
- Too much focus on looks when that should NOT be the case for children – 
encourages vanity.
- Children should spend their childhood doing things of their age – playing, studying, 
etc. instead of being obsessed over looks.
- Portrays a false picture of what it means to be beautiful.

3 As quoted by William Shakespeare, “A friend is one who knows you as you are, 
accepts what you have become, and still, gently allows you to grow.” Describe three 
important qualities to be a good friend.

4 Jealousy. 

END OF PAPER
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Section A
Text 1

Study the poster below and answer Questions 1-4 in the Question Paper Booklet.
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Section B

Text 2 

The text below describes Morris Morton’s reluctance to go to a party with his twin brother. 
Read it carefully and answer Questions 5-16 in the Question Paper Booklet. 

1 Peter Morton woke with a start to face the first light. Rain tapped against the glass. 
It was January the fifth. He looked across a table on which a night-light had 
guttered into a pool of water, at the other bed. Morris Morton was still asleep, and 
Peter lay down again with his eyes on his brother. It amused him to imagine it was 
himself whom he watched, the same hair, the same eyes, the same lips and line of 
cheek. But the thought palled, and the mind went back to the fact which lent the 
day importance. He could hardly believe a year had passed since Mrs Henne-
Falcon had given her last children's party.

5 

2 Morris turned suddenly upon his back and threw an arm across his face, blocking 
his mouth. Peter's heart began to beat fast, not with pleasure now but with 
uneasiness. He sat up and called across the table, "Wake up." Morris's shoulders 
shook and he waved a clenched fist in the air, but his eyes remained closed. To 
Peter Morton the whole room seemed to darken, and he had the impression of a 
great bird swooping. He cried again, "Wake up," and once more there was silver 
light and the touch of rain on the windows.

10

15

3 Morris rubbed his eyes. "Did you call out?"' he asked.

4 "You are having a bad dream," Peter said. Already experience had taught him how 
far their minds reflected each other. But he was the elder, by a matter of minutes, 
and that brief extra interval of light, while his brother still struggled in pain and 
darkness, had given him self-reliance and an instinct of protection towards the 
other who was afraid of so many things. The two lay silent in bed facing each other. 
The fifth of January, Peter thought again, his mind drifting idly from the image of 
cakes to the prizes which might be won.

20

5 "I don't want to go," Morris said suddenly. "I suppose Joyce will be there ... Mabel 
Warren." Hateful to him, the thought of a party shared with those two. Their long 
pigtails swung superciliously to a masculine stride. He remembered how they 
watched him fumble with his egg, from under lowered scornful lids. And last year 
he had screamed when Mabel Warren put her hand suddenly upon his arm when 
they were playing hide and seek in the dark. The girls had slunk like cats on 
padded claws. He turned his face away from Peter, his cheeks scarlet.

25

30

6 "What's the matter?"' Peter asked

"Oh, nothing. I don't think I'm well. I've got a cold. I oughtn't to go to the party."

Peter was puzzled. "But Morris, is it a bad cold?

"It will be a bad cold if I go to the party. Perhaps I shall die."
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7 "Then you mustn't go," Peter said, prepared to solve all difficulties with one plain 
sentence, and Morris let his nerves relax.  

35

8 When the nurse came in with hot water. Peter said, "Nurse, Morris has got a cold."

9 The tall starched woman laid the towels across the cans and said, without turning, 
"The washing won't be back till tomorrow. You must lend him some of your 
handkerchiefs." 40

10 "But, Nurse," Peter asked, "hadn't he better stay in bed?"

11 "We'll take him for a good walk this morning," the nurse said. "Wind'll blow away 
the germs. Get up now, both of you," and she closed the door behind her.

12 "I'm sorry," Peter said. "Why don't you just stay in bed? I'll tell mother you felt too ill 
to get up." But rebellion against destiny was not in Morris's power. If he stayed in 
bed they would come up and tap his chest and put a thermometer in his mouth and 
look at his tongue, and they would discover he was malingering. It was true he felt 
ill, a sick empty sensation in his stomach and a rapidly beating heart, but he knew 
the cause was being made to hide by himself in the dark, without Peter and with no 
night-light to watch over him as he wait to be discovered. 

45

50

Adapted from: ‘The End of the Party’ by Graham Greene
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Section C

Text 3

The article below is about the Maori culture. Read it carefully and answer Questions 17-24. 

1 Whenever people mention the Maoris, they will automatically recall one thing 
‘Haka’. However, what defines the culture of the Maoris involves far more than the 
traditional ancestral war cry. Maori cultural history is inextricably tied to a larger 
Polynesian phenomenon. Polynesians share cultural traditions, such as religion, 
social organisation and material culture. 5 

2 The East Polynesian ancestors of the Maori were hunters, fishers, and gardeners. 
After arriving in New Zealand, Maori had to rapidly adapt their material culture and 
agricultural practices to suit the climate of their new land – cold and harsh, a stark 
contrast to Polynesia.   

3 One thing that is common in all Maori villages is the presence of the Marae. The 
most appropriate venue for any Maori cultural event is a marae, an enclosed area 
of land where a meeting house or wharenui (literally "big house") stands. A marae 

10

4 The marae is a communal ceremonial centre where meetings and ceremonies take 
place in accordance with traditional protocols. The marae symbolises group unity 
and generally consists of an open cleared area in front of a large carved meeting 
house, along with a dining hall and other facilities necessary to provide a 
comfortable stay for visiting groups. On the marae, official functions take place 
including formal welcomes, celebrations, weddings, christenings and reunions. The 
older people have the authority on the marae, and they impart, primarily through 
oral tradition, traditions and cultural practices to the young people. These include 
genealogy, spirituality, oratory, politics, and arts such as music composition, 
performance, weaving, or carving.

15

20

5 Although maraes
cooking food in Polynesia, is still used to provide meals for large groups because 

dug in the ground, in which a fire is prepared and stones are placed on the top. 
When the stones are hot, prepared food is placed on top of them, meat first and 
then
with leaves or mats woven out of harakeke flax (or wet sacks) and soil is then 

25

30

6 The most important event located at the marae is the tangihanga (funerals).
Tangihanga are the means by which the dead are farewelled and the surviving 

An elaborate ceremony would be 
staged. 35

7 Only in the marae is the history passed on orally from an elder to the younger 
generation. The history of individual tribal groups is kept by means of narratives, 
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songs and chants, hence the importance of music, story and poetry. Oratory, the 
making of speeches, is especially important in the rituals of encounter where they 
welcome guests. It is regarded as important for a speaker to include allusions to 
traditional narrative and to a complex system of proverbial sayings.  

40

8 With the growth of tourism and exposure of haka to international audiences on TV 

seen as fundamental to New Zealand culture as a whole. So now when people ask 
you if you know about the Maori, do not just say you know them for haka.

45

END OF INSERT 
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Section A [5 marks]

Refer to the poster (Text 1) on page 2 of the Insert for Questions 1-4. 

1 What does the poster hope to communicate?

____________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________ [1] 

2 Refer to the words ‘Before you know it… and grandparents.’ How does it complement 
the headline ‘Make time for your family.’? 

____________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________ [1]

3 The headline ‘Life is unpredictable’ is reiterated by another sentence in the text. 
Identify the feature and explain how it helps to reiterate the headline. 

____________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________ [2]

4 The background of the poster is that of a graveyard. Explain how it helps to achieve 
the expected tone in the poster. 

____________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________ [1] 
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Section B [20 marks]

Refer to Text 2 on pages 3-4 of the Insert for Questions 5-16.

5 What does the word ‘palled’ (line 6) suggest about the thought that Peter had about 
his twin brother?

____________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________ [1] 

6 Peter could feel his brother’s fear. How is that conveyed by the author? 

____________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________ [1] 

7 Peter could not wait to go to the party. The author achieves this effect by using 
language effectively. Quote two pieces of evidence and explain how this is achieved. 

Evidence from text Explanation 

  

[2]

8 What does ‘touch of rain’ (line 15) indicate about the rain? 

____________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________ [1] 

9 What is ironic about the author’s description of Mabel’s and Joyce’s ‘long pigtails 
swung superciliously to a masculine stride’ (lines 25-26)? 

____________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________ [2] 
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10 What effect is the author trying to achieve by using the term ‘lowered scornful’ (line 27) 
to describe eyelids? 

____________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________ [1]

11 In lines 29-30, the author used the sentence, ‘The girls had slunk like cats on padded 
claws.’ What is being compared to in this sentence? 

Word(s) from passage Comparison to… 
‘slunk’ 

‘padded claws’ 

[2]

12 What does Peter’s reply to Morris’s claim that he would die if he went to the party (line 
34) indicate about his attitude towards his brother?

____________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________ [1]

13 How did the nurse feel about Morris being sick? Support your answer with a piece of 
evidence from the text. 

____________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________ [2] 

14 ‘No night-light to watch over him’ (line 50). What does the term ‘watch over’ indicate 
about Morris’s perception of night lights? 

____________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________ [1]
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15 Look at the conversation between two girls about the passage. 

Who do you agree with? Quote two pieces of evidence from the passage to support 
your answer. 

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________[2]
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16 The passage reflected the feelings of Morris as he battled within himself to not go to 
the party without revealing the true reasons. Complete the flowchart below about how 
he felt as the day progressed. There are some extra words in the box you do not need 
to use.  

Morris’s feelings

[4] 

resigned         disbelief        assured        abashed       abhorrent        disconsolate      
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Section C [25 marks]

Refer to Text 3 on pages 5-6 of the Insert for Questions 17- 24.

17 What is the ‘Haka’? 

____________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________ [1] 

18 How is the Maori history related to the Polynesian? Answer in your own words.

____________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________ [1]

19 What does the term ‘stark contrast’ (lines 8-9) indicate about the climate in Polynesia? 

____________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________ [2]

20 What do the Maoris think of food cooked using modern cooking facilities? 

____________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________ [2]

21 How is the history of each tribe recorded? Name two ways. 

____________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________ [2] 

22 Besides the Haka, what is one other avenue that promoted the Maori culture? 

____________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________ [1] 

23 What does the word ‘fundamental’ tell you about how the New Zealanders view the 
Maori culture? 

____________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________ [1]
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24 Using your own words as far as possible, summarise the importance of the Marae 
in a Maori village. 

Use information from paragraph 3 till the end of the passage.

Your summary must be in continuous writing (not note form). It must not be longer 
than 80 words (not counting the words given to help you begin). 

In every Maori village, one will be able to ___________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________ (No of words _______) [15]

-END OF PAPER- 
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Section A [5 marks]
Text 1 

Refer to the poster (Text 1) on page 2 of the insert for Questions 1-4. 

1 What is the purpose of this poster? 
To remind people that family time is very important. [1] 

2 Refer to the words under the headlines ‘Before you know it… and grandparents.’ How 
does it complement the headline ‘Make time for your family.’? 

It highlights to the reader what could happen if they do not treasure the time with their 
family.  [1]

3 The headline ‘Life is unpredictable’ is reiterated by another sentence in the text. 
Identify the feature and explain how it helps to reiterate the headline. 

‘you never know what tomorrow brings’.  It emphasises the fact that nobody can tell what 
happens next.  [2]

4 The background of the poster is that of a graveyard. Explain how does it help to 
achieve the expected tone in the poster. 

It is serious/solemn/mournful and reminds the reader that loss can happen anytime to 
anyone. /It shows that cold hard truth that death is real and can happen to anyone, thereby 
achieving a serious tone. [1]

Section B [20 marks]

Refer to Text 2 on page 3-4 of the Insert for Questions 5-16.

5 What does the word ‘palled’ (line 6) suggest about the thought that Peter had about 
his twin brother?

It disappeared/ it was replaced/ became less interesting/enjoyable.  [1] 

6 Peter could feel his brother’s fear. How is that conveyed by the author? 

When Morris was having the nightmare, Peter also felt the same.  [1] 

7 Peter couldn’t wait to go to the party. The author achieves this effect by using 
language effectively. Quote 3 pieces of evidence and explain how this is achieved. 

Evidence from text Explanation 
‘His mind went back to the fact… lent the day 
importance

He felt that the day was significant. 

‘He could hardly believe’. He had been anticipating for the day to come. 
‘The   fifth of   January, Peter thought again. He kept revisiting the thought about the party 
Any two with explanations two marks 
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8 What does ‘touch of rain’ (line 15) indicate about the rain

The rain was not heavy. [1] 

9 What is so ironic about the author’s description of Mabel’s and Joyce’s ‘long pigtails 
swung superciliously to a masculine stride’ (lines 25-26)? 
Mabel and Joyce were both girls and long pigtails were supposed to be feminine/ girly. [1] 
However, masculine stride indicates that they were walking like boys. Hence, it is ironic to 
pair a female attribute to a male attribute. [1] 

10 What effect is the author trying to achieve by using the term ‘lowered scornful’ (line 27) 
to describe eyelids? 

The author was trying to show that the girls despised/ looked down on him/ belittled him.  [1]

11 In lines 29-30, the author used the sentence, ‘The girls had slunk like cats on padded 
claws.’ What is being compared in this sentence? 

Words from passage Comparison to… 
‘slunk’ Movement of the girls 
‘padded claws’ Light footsteps 

[2]

12 What does Peter’s reply to Morris’s claim that he will die if he went to the party (line 
34) indicate about his attitude towards his brother?

He trusted his brother and would do anything for him. [1]

13 How did the nurse feel about Morris being sick? Support your answer with a piece of 
evidence from the text. 

She didn’t think much about it. She was not concerned. She was indifferent. ‘The tall starched 
woman laid the towels across the cans and said, without turning’  [1]

14 ‘No nightlight to watch over him’ (line 50). What does this term ‘watch over’ indicate 

about Morris’s perception of night lights? 

They made him feel safe. They were comforting  [1]

15 Look at the conversation between two girls about the passage. 
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Who do you agree with? Quote 2 pieces of evidence from the passage to support your 
answer. 
Anna: ‘Last year he had screamed… dark.’[1] “cause of him feeling ill was being made to hide 
in the dark’ [1]  
Sue: ‘ Hateful to him… with those two’ [1] ‘remembered how they watched him…’ [1]  

16 The passage reflected the feelings of Morris as he battled within himself to not go to 
the party without revealing the true reasons. Complete the flowchart below about how 
he felt as the day progressed. 

a. Paragraph 5 (line 25 – 27) : abhorrent

b. Paragraph 5 ( line 28-30) : abashed

c. Paragraph 7 : assured

d. Paragraph 12 : resigned

 [4]

Section C [25 marks]

Refer to Text 3 on page 5-6 of the Insert for Questions 17-24.

17 What is the ‘Haka’? 

Traditional ancestral war cry [1] 

18 How is the Maori history related to the Polynesian? Answer in your own words. 

Intricately (DNA: inextricably) [1]

19 What does the term ‘stark contrast’ (lines 8-9) indicate about the climate in Polynesia? 

Climate in Polynesia is very different [1] as it is warm and mild [1]   

20 What do the Maoris think of food cooked by modern cooking facilities? 

Not flavourful [1] not enough for large groups[1]   

21 How is the history of each tribe recorded? Name two ways. 

Narrative/ songs/ chants (More than 2, ZERO marks) [2] 

resigned disbelief assured abashed       abhorrent       disconsolate
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22 Besides the Haka, what’s one other avenue that promoted the Maori culture?   

Growth of tourism. [1] 

23 What does the word ‘fundamental’ tells you about how the New Zealanders view the 
Maori culture? 

It is an essential part of the New Zealander’s culture.  [2]

24 Using your own words as far as possible, summarise the importance of the Marae 
in a Maori village. 

Use information from paragraph 3 till the end of the passage.

Your summary must be in continuous writing (not note form). It must not be longer 
than 80 words (not counting the words given to help you begin). 

In every Maori village, one will be able to  

Original Own words 

Most appropriate venue for any Maori 
cultural event 

The venue that is most suitable to hold any 
cultural events.  

Centre of much of Maori community life.  Maori community life revolves around it.  
Communal ceremonial centre Ceremonial centre shared by the villagers. 
Symbol of group unity  Signifies the cohesiveness of the group.  
Venue for official functions  official functions take place  
Host visiting groups Visiting groups are also hosted  
Holding of funerals Funerals will also take place  
Passing on of history  History of the village is relayed in the marae.  
Serving of traditional food.  Can get to taste traditional food.  
Passing on traditions and cultural practices. Traditions and cultural practices are also 

relayed in the marae.  
Content (any points above award 1 mark)  
Style (follow rubrics)  

In every maori village, one will be able to find a marae. The marae is the venue most suitable to host 
cultural events. The community life revolves around it and it is also the ceremonial centre shared by 
the villagers. The marae signifies the cohesiveness of the village. It is the place where official 
functions take place and visiting groups will be hosted where they can taste traditional food. Funerals 
are also carried out in the marae. The history, tradition and cultural practices are relayed in the 
marae too.  
(80 words)  

-END OF PAPER- 
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English Language Listening Comprehension Examination
Secondary 4 Express (SA1) 2013

Instructions to candidates. (CD Duration: 45 mins)(bynic/editedbymic)

Answer all questions. Write your answers in the spaces provided on the Question 
Paper. You may take notes as you listen to the recording. 

Part 1

You will hear three different extracts. For questions 1 to 6, tick the answer (A, B, C or 
D) which fits best according to what you hear. There are two questions for each
extract.

You will hear each extract twice.

Extract 1
Text for Questions 1 and 2

(two colleagues) 

M Anne, have you any idea why Mr Amish is calling for a lunch meeting?   
F No idea, Mike. I tried asking his secretary, Tracy, but she’s tight-lipped. From 

her grave expression, I can tell that it’s going to be bad news. If not, why the 
urgent meeting? 

M Do you think it has anything to do with a merger or takeover? Mr Amish has 
been having long meetings with people who are not our clients. Will we have to 
pack and go?    

F I’m clueless, but let’s not imagine things. He has always been a fair boss, so I’m 
sure he will make the best arrangement for all of us. 

M But if it’s a takeover by another company, what power does he have? If we 
have a new boss who wants us to go, there’s nothing he can do to help us. I 
don’t feel good about this meeting.  

F Neither do I, but isn’t it too soon to worry? The meeting is starting in less than 
an hour’s time. Even if we do get retrenched, we will get compensation, and I 
believe it shouldn’t take us long to find a new job. Anyway, let’s not make wild 
guesses now. We will know soon enough.

(Listen to extract 1 again) 
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Extract 2
Text for Questions 3 and 4

(reporter and writer) 

M Rosy, when did you first contemplate writing?
F When I was a child, though it used to be just a dream. Later on, I became a

nurse and worked rather long hours. Then I got married and soon kids came 
along. Though I resigned to be a full-time mother, I had little spare time to write, 
till both my children got old enough to look after themselves. 

M That was a long time ago. You must be thrilled to finally have your dream 
fulfilled. I have learnt that your children have given you lots of ideas. 

F They have been my inspiration. When they were younger, we used to read to 
one another and visited the library every week. They were the ones who gave 
me the idea for my series of six books. All the illustrations were also done by 
them.  

M The illustrations are very well done. Were your children the ones to decide on 
the animal characters as well?  

F We had lots of discussions on the animal characters and the storyline. Some of 
the stories were those we made up for one another during our reading sessions 
in the past. As for the animal characters, it didn’t take us long to settle on big 
cats like lions, tigers and leopards.   

M Any particular reason for the focus on big cats?
F We watched many documentaries on big cats together. That may be the 

reason.

(Listen to extract 2 again) 

Extract 3
Text for Questions 5 and 6

(columnist) 

I knew the lady, Ms Aung San Suu Kyi, when we were studying in Oxford in the 
1960s. At that time, I did not know much about her except that she was the daughter 
of a Burmese General, who was assassinated when she was two years old. Her love 
for her countrymen was nurtured under the strong influence of her mother, who gave 
her an education combining elements of Eastern and Western traditions. She later 
met her husband Michael Aris, a colleague and friend of mine at St Antony’s College. 
In 1988, she received a telephone call at their Oxford home, urging her to return to
Yangon to care for her dying mother. She was not to return to England for another 
24 years. Her patriotism drove her to accept her compatriots’ call to head that 
summer’s uprising, which was one of the occasions leading to her house arrest. Her 
several house arrests amounted to 15 long years. Imagine all the heartbreaks during 
her long separation from her husband and sons. When placed under house arrest, 
she read, listened to the BBC World Service, and kept herself fit and mindful. She
penned many essays, one of which won her the Nobel Prize in 1991. 

(Listen to extract 3 again) 
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Part 2

You will hear six short recordings. In each recording, a student shares what he or 
she plans to do after the ‘O’ level examination. 

For questions 7 -12 choose from the list (A-G) how the student will spend his or her 
time after the examinations. There is one extra letter which you do not need to use. 
DO NOT USE ANY LETTER MORE THAN ONCE.

You will hear the six recordings twice.

Texts for Questions 7 to 12

Speaker 1 (teenage boy) 
I intend to work while waiting for my ‘O’ level results. Having been a student all my 
life, I look forward to experiencing work life. My parents often tell me how much 
tougher working is and are very encouraging when I tell them my plans. Both my 
elder sisters also worked while waiting for their results, so I will be following in their 
footsteps.    

Speaker 2 (teenage girl)
My aunt just opened a new bakery which has been doing very well. I have been 
wanting to help her out but have been too busy with my studies. So I hope to be able 
to help at her bakery after the ‘O’ level exam. I’ve worked as a clerk before and 
would like to try what it’s like working in a shop. I can also take this opportunity to try 
my hand at some baking!  

Speaker 3 (teenage boy)
So busy have I been with all the tests and remedial classes that I haven’t thought 
about it. I’ve been so stressed out that I am likely to take at least a month or two just 
to recover when the ‘O’ levels end. I want to get more sleep and may be meet up 
with my primary school friends. Universal Studios has been open for a while now but 
I haven’t had the time to go, so I’ll make a visit there with either my family or my 
friends. 

Speaker 4 (teenage girl)
My family has postponed our annual holiday overseas because of my busy schedule. 
Hence we will make up for it after my ‘O’ levels. My dad has already booked 
promotional tickets to New Zealand where we will stay for two weeks. We have a 
good idea of how we want to spend our time there. There’s probably a farm stay and 
a few outdoor activities like rafting lined up for us. 

Speaker 5 (teenage boy)
I’ll either work or do volunteer work after the exams, though it’s likely to be the latter. 
I’ve been an active volunteer since I was in Secondary One but stopped last year to 
focus on my studies and CCA. I used to play football with my friends every week but 
that stopped last year too. My friends and I have already promised each other to 
resume the games after our exams. 

Speaker 6 (teenage girl)
Last year, I picked up the Sitar but had to stop my lessons early this year to focus on 
my ‘O’ levels. I promised my instructor that I would resume lessons after the exams. 
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My grandmother has also made arrangements with a dance instructor to teach me 
some traditional Indian dance. I’ll most likely help out more at home and meet up 
with my friends for the rest of my free time.   

(Listen to the 6 recordings again) 

Part 3

You will hear a recording about balloon sculpting. 

For Question 13, choose from the list (A-F) four pieces of information which are 
stated or implied in the recording. Put a tick ( ) for each piece of information.

No marks will be awarded if you tick more than four pieces of information.

You will hear the recording twice.

Text for Question 13

(a balloon sculptor) 

Pencil balloons are the best type of balloons for sculpting. These balloons are long 
and skinny when inflated. They are also highly resilient and do not break easily 
despite a lot of twisting, tugging, stretching and shoving. They can be bought from 
novelty stores or toy shops. When kept in an airtight container and stored in a cool 
place away from the sun, the unused balloons can last for over a year. Balloon 
figures are usually created by twisting off various sized bubbles and arranging them 
into desirable patterns. To prevent the twists from unravelling when you work, two 
revolutions are required for each twist. Even after twisting each bubble, you need to 
continue holding them or they will untwist. Only after you have connected two or 
more bubbles can you release your hold. Loop twists with large bubbles make good 
hats while loop twisting small bubbles make good ears and wings for animal 
characters. Most balloon sculptors use markers to draw the mouth and eyes.

 (Listen to the text again) 
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Part 4

You will hear a curator share his passion for history and artefacts.

As you listen, take note of the main ideas and details.

Complete the graphic organiser on Page 5. 

You will hear the recording twice.

Text for Questions 14 to 21

I am always happy to receive youths at my museum. I believe strongly that a keen 
interest in history will not only help young people like you better appreciate past 
civilisations, but also enhance your love for all mankind.

How many of you know the difference between fossils and artefacts? The former are 
the remains of living things while the latter are the remains of things made in the 
past. Examples of fossils are bones of dinosaurs. Most of the exhibits you have seen 
in the different parts of the museum are artefacts, or things used by people from the 
past.   

Why do we preserve or exhibit artefacts? Since artefacts are things left by people 
from the past, they have historical value. Not only do these objects tell us something 
about the lives of people in the past, they may reveal something about the culture at 
that time as well. This additional information complements the limited written records 
we have of ancient people and their way of life. Museums displaying artefacts not 
only help preserve them, but also assist in educating visitors like you about people 
and lives in the past. 

Some of you may wonder how artefacts help complement historical records. For me, 
such tangible objects help me reflect about the past. When I look at an unfamiliar 
item for example, my mind generates questions like: ‘What is it?’, ‘When was it 
made?’, ‘Where is it from?’, ‘What was it made of?’, ‘Who made it?’ and ‘How was it 
used?’ These questions then help me seek answers to locate the object in its time
and place, and more importantly, tell me the story behind it. Many artefacts found of 
a particular time and location for instance, can tell us about the values and beliefs of 
people living at that particular period.

Collections in most history museums consist of two basic categories of materials — 
organic and inorganic. Organic artefacts made from plant products include materials 
such as wood, paper and cotton while those made from animal products include fur, 
leather, wool, silk, bone, ivory, or feathers. Inorganic artefacts refer to things made 
from non-living materials such as metal, stone, ceramics and glass. Naturally, 
organic materials require greater care.

A general principle that all my colleagues and I observe is to treat all artefacts with 
extreme care. As a first rule, this means that we handle artefacts as little as possible.
Oils from our hands may cause contamination, so we wear either cotton or latex 
gloves when handling these objects. We do not wear gloves for delicate objects that 
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may slip from the gloves. It is also common practice for us to remove our watches or 
accessories to prevent any scraping or chipping of the artefacts we handle. 

We try to handle or move artefacts one at a time. Hence, items are never stacked. 
Small or light artefacts are usually placed in a padded tray or basket, with space in 
between to prevent contact. As for bulky or heavy objects, we do not handle them
alone. We pick up an artefact instead of pushing, pulling or sliding it. We use both 
hands to provide full support to the entire object, especially its base. 

Before moving any artefact, however, we make sure there’s a clear place to set it. 
The space should be clean and free of food, beverages and sharp instruments such 
as pens, paper clips or keys.  If possible, we lightly pad the area to reduce the risk of 
objects sliding or rolling off.

(Listen to the text again) 
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Part 5

You will hear a lesson on how sausages are made. 

As you listen, complete the notes. You do not need to write in full sentences.

You will hear the recording only once.

Text for Question 22

This session gives you simple steps to make your own sausages at home. Good 
sausages have the right balance of meat and fat, salt and other spices. You can 
adjust the level of saltiness and amount of fat. At least 20 percent of fat is required to 
make good sausages. Pork, beef and lamb are popular sausage meat choices.

Your ingredient list is limited only by your imagination. You can toss in herbs and 
spices and other flavorings you fancy. Liquid is required to tighten the bind as you 
mix your sausage meat. You can use water, fruit juice, wine and even cream. You 
can also decide whether you prefer a fine grind or a coarse one.  

If you do not have a meat grinder, you can buy ground meat from your regular 
butcher. If you are grinding and stuffing the sausages at home, there is one 
important tip. Your meat and fat must be extremely cold. In fact, frozen fat straight 
from the freezer cuts better. If possible, put your bowls and grinder in the freezer, or 
in the refrigerator for at least an hour before you start. 

The meat and fat must be quickly mixed and be refrigerated for at least half an hour.
Once the mixture is chilled, grind it and make sure the ground meat falls into a cold 
bowl. When all the meat is ground, return it to the freezer for a while. When you are 
ready for the next step, get it out to mix with the remaining spices and liquid. The 
mixture should begin to be sticky. To cook, take a scoop and form it into a ball with 
your hands before flattening it. Cook on medium low heat in a skillet for 5 to 10 
minutes each side until browned and cooked through.

Casings are required if you also want to stuff your ground meat to make sausages. 
Hog casings, which are the scrubbed, salted intestines of a pig, can be bought from 
some butcher shops. Other alternatives are synthetic collagen casings and blanched 
savoy cabbage leaves.

(We have come to the end of the Listening Comprehension Examination. 
Goodbye.)
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English Language Listening Comprehension
Secondary Four Express (SA1) 2013 

Name :_________________________(      )

Class :______________ Date: _________ ________ / 30

Part 1
Questions 1 – 6 

You will hear three different extracts. For questions 1 to 6, tick the answer (A, B, C or 
D) which fits best according to what you hear. There are two questions for each
extract.

You will hear each extract twice.

Extract 1
1. Mike is worried

A because of the urgent lunch meeting

B because his company is folding up

C that he will have a new boss

D that he might lose his job

2. Mr Amish comes across as
A a just employer

B an easy-going boss

C a competent leader

D a reasonable superior

Extract 2
3. Which of the following statements is true?

A Rosy quit her job immediately after marriage. 

B Rosy could not write due to her busy schedule. 

C Rosy did some of the illustrations in her books. 

D Rosy’s stories feature many types of mammals. 
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4. What might be the purpose of this interview?
A  to promote family bonding

B  to introduce writing as a career

C to showcase the talent of youths

D  to publicise new books for children
  

Extract 3
5. Which of the following happened after Ms Aung San Suu Kyi’s return to her 

home country in 1988? 
A  She initiated that summer’s uprising. 

B  She was placed under house arrest. 

C She continued her education. 

D  Her father was assassinated. 

6. Most of her hardships were caused by
A  her political involvement

B  her controversial essays 

C her parents’ enemies

D  her compatriots
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Part 2
Questions 7 – 12

You will hear six short recordings. In each recording, a student shares what he or 
she plans to do after the ‘O’ level examination. 

For questions 7 -12 choose from the list (A-G) how the student will spend his or her 
time after the examinations. There is one extra letter which you do not need to use. 
DO NOT USE ANY LETTER MORE THAN ONCE.

You will hear the six recordings twice.

A Will start her lessons again after the 
exams.

7     Speaker 1…………………

B    Will continue to do volunteer work. 

8     Speaker 2…………………

C     Will assist in her aunt’s business.

9     Speaker 3…………………

D     Wants to pick up rafting.

10   Speaker 4…………………

E     Hopes to find a job.

11   Speaker 5…………………

F    Would love to rest and relax.

12   Speaker 6…………………

G Will be going on a family vacation.
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Part 3
Question 13

You will hear a recording about balloon sculpting. 

For Question 13, choose from the list (A-F) four pieces of information which are 
stated or implied

No marks will be awarded if you tick more than four pieces of information.

You will hear the recording twice.

Stated/implied in 
the text

A Pencil balloons come in various shapes and sizes. [………………..]

B A twist has two revolutions. [………………..]

C Connected bubbles are more secure. [………………..]

D Small bubble loops can form a fairy’s wings. [………………..]

E Markers are always used. [………………..]

F The balloons should be kept away from heat. [………………..]
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Part 4
Questions 14 – 21

You will hear a curator share his passion for history and artefacts.

As you listen, take note of the main ideas and details.

Complete the graphic organiser.

You will hear the recording twice.

Example: Fossils are remains of living things.

 
• to preserve artefacts
• to (14) ____________________ the public

Organic Artefacts (15) ____________________ Artefacts

• From plants
e.g. wood, paper and  

(16) ____________________

• From (17) ____________________
e.g. fur, leather, wool, silk, bone, 

ivory and feathers

• Non-living materials
e.g. metal, stone, ceramic and glass

(19

Handling of artefacts:
Dos DON’Ts

(19) ____________________
hands

× no (20) ____________________, pushing, 
pulling or (21) ____________________
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Part 5
Question 22

You will hear a lesson on how sausages are made. 

As you listen, complete the notes. You do not need to write in full sentences.

You will hear the recording only once.

Basic ingredients:
• meat and fat
• ………………………………….

Examples of liquid for binding:
• water
• fruit juice
• wine
• ………………………………….

Types of ………………………………….: 
• hog casings
• synthetic collagen casings
• blanched savoy cabbage leaves

Steps for sausage meat making:

1. Quickly mix cold meat and fat.

2. Chill mixture for ………………………………….

3. Grind mixture and collect ground mixture in ………………………………….

4. Refrigerate mixture for a while.

5. Add remaining spices and liquid till mixture is ………………………………….

6. It is ready for cooking!
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ANSWERS – Secondary 4 Express (SA1) 2013

Part 1 Part 2 Part 3 Part 4
1 D
2 A
3 B
4 D
5 B
6 A

(1 mark each)

7 E
8 C
9 F 
10 G
11 B
12 A

    (1 mark each)

13 B  (1 mark)
C (1 mark)
D  (1 mark)
F (1 mark)

        (1 mark each)

14 educate
15 Inorganic       
16 cotton   
17 animals 
18 care  
19 padded
20 stacking / sliding
21 stacking / sliding 

(1 mark each)

Part 5

22 salt / spices / herbs / seasoning(s) / salt and other spices           (1 mark)
cream                                                                                           (1 mark)
casings                                                                                         (1 mark)
(at least) half an hour                                                                   (1 mark)
(a) cold bowl                                                                                (1 mark)
sticky                                                                                          (1 mark)
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CANDIDATE 
NAME 

CLASS INDEX
NUMBER

LEVEL   Secondary 4 Express 1128/01

INSERT Duration 1 hour 50 minutes

Date 24 Jul 2013

READ THESE INSTRUCTIONS FIRST.

This insert contains Section A. 

Write your answers in the spaces provided.

Fasten the completed Section A insert to your Answer Paper.

This document consists of 2 printed pages

BEDOK SOUTH SECONDARY SCHOOL
PRELIMINARY EXAMINATION 1 2013

ENGLISH LANGUAGE

Paper 1 Writing
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Section A [10 marks]

Carefully read the text below, consisting of 12 lines, about the development of museums in our 
society. The first and last lines are correct. For eight of the lines, there is one grammatical error 
in each line. There are two more lines with no errors.

If there is NO error in a line, put a tick ( If the line is incorrect, circle the
incorrect word and write the correct word in the space provided.
The correct word you provide must not change the original meaning of the sentence.

Examples:

I arrived  to my destination at 2 pm. at

My mother always wears sensible clothes.

Museums are institutions that collect and conserve artifacts and relics, 

availing them for public viewing either through permanent and temporary 1 ……………………

exhibitions. They are important establishments of society that help us identify to 2 ……………………

our country’s culture and learn our history. Museums has a rich history dating 3 ……………………

back to the first museum in Egypt. Traditionally, their role was to collect ancient 4 ……………………

objects and other artifacts of cultural and historical importance, conserved them, 5 ……………………

carry out research on them and show them to the public for purpose of education 6 ……………………

and leisurely. In today’s world, they are establishments with national and global 7 ……………………

touch, narrate the history of man and how mankind has survived in this 8 ……………………

dynamic environment over the years. Not everyone will agree that museums are 9 ……………………

important institutions and  for many of us who appreciate history and culture, 10 ……………………

museums are definitely archives of our culture, heritage and evolution.
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Answer :

Museums are institutions that collect and conserve artifacts and relics,

availing them for public viewing either through permanent and temporary 1 or

Conj Error

exhibitions. They are important establishments of society that help us identify to 2 wih

Prep Error

our country’s culture and learn our history. Museums has a rich history dating 3 have

SVA Error

back to the first museum in Egypt. Traditionally, their role was to collect ancient 4

objects and other artifacts of cultural and historical importance, conserved them, 5 conserve

Tense Error

carry out research on them and show them to the public for purpose of education 6 purposes

Plural Subj Error

and leisurely. In today’s world, they are establishments with national and global 7 leisure

Word Form Error

touch, narrate the history of man and how mankind has survived in this 8 narrating

Verb Error

dynamic environment over the years. Not everyone will agree that museums are 9

important institutions and for many of us who appreciate history and culture, 10 but

Conj Error

museums are definitely archives of our culture, heritage and evolution.
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LEVEL   Secondary 4 Express 1128/01

Additional Materials:   Answer Paper Duration 1 hour 50 minutes
Insert

Date 24 Jul 2013

READ THESE INSTRUCTIONS FIRST

Write your name, class and index number on all the work you hand in.
Write in dark blue or black ink on both sides of the paper.
Do not use staples, paper clips, highlighters, glue or correction fluid.

Answer Section A, Section B and one question from Section C.

Section A is an insert.
For Section A write your answers in the spaces provided on the Insert.
For Section B and Section C write your answers on the separate Answer Paper 
provided.
At the end of the examination, fasten all your work securely together.

The number of marks is given in brackets [  ] at the head of each section.

This document consists of 4 printed pages and 1 Insert

BEDOK SOUTH SECONDARY SCHOOL
PRELIMINARY EXAMINATION 1 2013

ENGLISH LANGUAGE 1128/01

Paper 1 Writing
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SECTION B [30 marks]

You are advised to write between 250 and 350 words for this section.

You should look at the printout of a webpage on page 3, study the information carefully 
and plan your answer before beginning to write.

There is a plot of empty land near your school which has been set aside by the Bedok 
Town Council to build facilities that could benefit all its residents of all ages. Your school 
has been invited by the town council to study the suggested facilities presented on the 
webpage and to offer its proposal on the usage of the land. 

As the Head Prefect of your school, you have been tasked by your school principal to 
recommend suitable facilities for the community before the school proposal is presented 
to the town council.

Write the proposal to your principal, informing her of the following: 
One facility shown on the webpage printout that could benefit residents of all
ages.
One other facility other than those shown in the webpage that would also benefit
residents.
How you think the residents as well as your school could use the facilities.

Write your proposal in clear accurate English and in a persuasive tone, to convince 
your principal of the suitability of the facilities you have chosen. 

You should use your own words as much as possible. 
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HAVE YOUR SAY ON LIFE IN BEDOK !
THE NEW FACILITIES TO BE BUILT FOR ALL 

Bedok Arts Hub
An exciting arts hub boasting of

A 2000-seat auditorium for choir, dance and theatre
performances
An art gallery hall for art exhibition
Art Jam Studio for interested residents to come
together to paint and draw

Bedok Heritage Centre
A place which 

Collects and preserves information on history and life
in Bedok
Organises meaningful community programmes
Offers bonding activities for residents

Bedok Urban Farm
You can

Reconnect with Nature by growing own vegetables
Save money on grocery
Develop new passion for gardening

Bedok Service Lodge
A two-unit setup offering 

Daycare centre for elderly residents
Childcare centre for children of working parents
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Section C [30 marks]

Begin your answer on a fresh page. 

You are advised to write between 350 and 500 words on one of the following topics. 

At the head of your composition, write the number of the topic you have chosen.

1 What is your idea of success? Describe some people whom you consider to be 
successful. 

2 ‘It’s better to give than to receive.’ What are your experiences in helping others and 
the benefits you have gained?

3 Youths today are more fortunate than their predecessors. What are the advantages 
and disadvantages of being a youth in this present time? 

4 What are some of the things in your school you value most and would miss greatly 
when you graduate?
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Date: 24th July 2013 1128/02

Level: Secondary 4 Express

Paper 2 Comprehension

INSERT  

READ THESE INSTRUCTIONS FIRST  

This Insert contains Text 1, Text 2 and Text 3. 

This document consists of 6 printed pages.

BEDOK SOUTH SECONDARY SCHOOL
PRELIMINARY EXAMINATION 2013

ENGLISH LANGUAGE

1 hour 50 minutes 
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Section A
Text 1

Study the extract of a webpage below and answer Questions 1-4 in the Question Paper 
Booklet.

A LEADER’S JOURNEY 

Leadership development programmes 
At OBS we offer you a chance to discover your hidden potential and become a catalyst for change 

DEVELOPING: 
VISIONARY LEADERS
PHYSICALLY RUGGED YOUTHS
ACTIVE CITIZENS INSPIRED TO SERVE THE COUNTRY

A LEADER’S JOURNEY FOR YOUTH 

5 DAY CAMP
SECONDARY 2-4 
UBIN CAMPUS AND ITS SURROUNDING WATERS 

This intensive 5-day programme is filled with 
action and physical challenges in outdoor 
settings, testing possibilities, reaching limits, 
resting and reflecting. Teens will gain new 
leadership experiences that will help them 
become more skillful leaders. 

They will learn to: 
Understand the need for constant support
and encouragement, to be sensitive to others 
and aware of one’s influence on others 
Give and receive constructive feedback;
practise being assertive 
Be aware of one’s responsibility in the
decision making process 
Realize the importance of planning,
scheduling and prioritising situations as 
effective stress management strategies 

IMPORTANT POINTS TO NOTE 

You need to be certified by a doctor as
medically fit before you can enrol in our
programme.
A tetanus immunisation is compulsory. If you
haven’t had one in the last 10 years, or can’t
remember when you were last immunised, tell
your doctor you need one.
You must send your completed OBS Course
Registration Form to us at least four weeks
before your course starts. Late submissions
will not be entertained.
How can I contact OBS?

o Call 65459008 and ask to speak with
someone in the Outward Bound Youth
unit or visit www.obs.pa.gov.sg and
drop us a line there.
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Section B
Text 2

The text below describes the writer’s experience with a dangerous spider. Read it 
carefully and answer Questions 5-16 in the Question Paper Booklet.

1 The old man smirked and licked his lips as Johnson whipped out a crisp fifty 
dollar bill from his wallet just to see his spider collection. He then led Johnson 
down an overgrown path to a shed at the back of the farmhouse. Inside, the 
dim glow of fluorescent tubes highlighted the dozen plywood shelves that ran 
along the walls. In contrast to the rest of the farm, the shed was neat, almost 
antiseptic in appearance. Sitting on each shelf was a single glass terrarium 
filled with twigs and rocks. In the case closest to Johnson, a small garden 
spider was quietly spinning a web in the corner. 

5 

2 Spiders fascinated Johnson. One summer, when he was eight, a large gold 
and black spider had taken up residence underneath the shingles by the back 
door. Every morning, Johnson would gather up ants in a jar from a nest in the 
scrubby woods behind his house. One by one, he would drop the wriggling 
insects into the web. Years later, in a rare moment of remorse, Johnson 
wondered what it was like for the ant. Trapped…helpless…waiting for the 
spider to return. Did they know fear or horror? Or was that something only 
humans experienced? The insect brain was too small he told himself. Or so 
he hoped.

10

15

3 "You wanna see my prize winner? I bet you're the type that liked to feed 'em, 
eh? Catch bugs, drop 'em in. See what happens. Fun, ain't it?" Johnson 
hesitated. He wanted to say no, but he could not let the old man see he was 
afraid. "Sure," answered Johnson. What could it be? He asked himself. A
tarantula?

20

4 With the old man in front, they went down a lesser-used path to a small barn 
behind a stand of trees that made it invisible from the farmhouse. A shiny new 
lock on a rusted door yielded to the old man's key. The ancient wooden door 
swung open. Inside it was pitch black. Johnson hesitated. What was it that 
made him apprehensive? His mouth felt dry and he tried to swallow. 
Stumbling on the raised sill, Johnson fell to one knee ripping his pants. 
Damnit, he cursed. "Where is it…the spider?" he called out.

25

5 "She's in the back. You can't miss her. Enjoy yourself!" cackled the old man 
as he slammed the door and locked it.

30

6 "Let me out! Let me out!" shouted Johnson, pounding on the door. "Let me 
out, you old buzzard!" But it was no use. The dried-out wooden door was like 
iron. Pausing to catch his breath, his fists throbbing, Johnson looked around. 
Slowly his eyes grew accustomed to the dark. What appeared to be a black 
chasm was, in fact, the side entrance to the barn. 

35

7 Despite the heat in the barn, he shivered. Licking the sweat off his upper lip, 
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Johnson slowly picked his way across the wide wooden-planked barn floor, 
being careful not to trip. Shadows of old machinery and tools loomed around 
him. A leather harness that hung from the wall looked like a hangman's 
noose.  There was a peculiar smell, too. It was the sickly, sweet scent of 
rotting meat. Oh, gross! muttered Johnson. There's a dead animal in here.

40

8 In less than a minute he had crossed the barn and was standing in front of 
the boarded-up window. Blocking his exit were three boards nailed 
haphazardly into the frame. The first board was half-rotted and fell apart in his
hands. Light streamed in as it came away from the frame. Then he shifted his 
attention to the second one - the board in the middle. If he could get this one 
off, he could easily climb out. But this board wouldn't be so easy. It was dried 
out and as tough as steel. Gripping the board with both hands, he began 
pulling. The nails squealed in protest and the board started to move. Only a 
little bit further, grunted Johnson. The thought of throttling the old man excited 
him. Just a bit further....another half inch. Then it stopped. Desperately, 
Johnson yanked at the board, but it was no use. It would not yield.

45

50

9 In his frustration, Johnson did not hear the soft tap...tap...tap on the floor 
behind him. Then it was too late. It struck. The force of the attack rammed 
him face first up against the wall knocking the wind out of him. Warm blood 
trickled from his nose and ran down his cheek.

55

10 Turning around slowly, he could see, in the light from the window, his 
attacker. It was crouched inside an empty stall along the opposite wall. The 
legs tensed ready to spring. It was a spider. No doubt one of the old man's 
experiments. But this was no ordinary spider. It was huge. About the size of a 
pit bull, with legs that extended out three or four feet on either side. Its eyes 
stared coldly at him.

Adapted from The Petting Zoo by Peter de Niverville

60
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Section C
Text 3

The article below is by a writer who is concerned about the destruction of food varieties 
around the world. Read it carefully and answer Questions 17-23 in the Question Paper 
Booklet.

1 Food varieties extinction is happening all over the world—and it's happening 
fast. In the United States an estimated 90 percent of our historic fruit and 
vegetable varieties have vanished. Why is this a problem? Because if disease 
or future climate change decimates one of the handful of plants and animals 
we've come to depend on to feed our growing planet, we might desperately 
need one of those varieties we've let go extinct. The precipitous loss of the 
world's wheat diversity is a particular cause for concern. One of wheat's oldest 
adversaries, a fungus known as stem rust, is spreading across the globe. The 
pestilence's current incarnation is a virulent and fast-mutating strain dubbed 
Ug99 because it was first identified in Uganda in 1999. Roughly 90 percent of 
the world's wheat is defenseless against Ug99. Scientists project that in Asia 
and Africa alone the proportion of wheat in imminent danger would leave one 
billion people without their primary food source. A significant humanitarian 
crisis is inevitable. 

5 

10

2 The world's population is expected to reach nine billion by 2045. Some experts 
say we'll need to double our food production to keep up with demand as 
emerging economies consume more meat and dairy. Given the added 
challenges posed by climate change and constantly mutating diseases like 
Ug99, it is becoming ever more urgent to find ways to increase food yield 
without exacerbating the genetic destruction coursing through industrialized 
agriculture's ostensible abundance. The world has become increasingly 
dependent upon technology-driven, one-size-fits-all solutions to its problems. 
Yet the best hope for securing food's future may depend on our ability to 
preserve the locally cultivated foods of the past.

15

20

3 The irony is that the dangerous dwindling of diversity in our food supply is the 
unanticipated result of an agricultural triumph. The story is well-known. A 30-
year-old plant pathologist named Norman Borlaug travelled to Mexico in 1944 
to help fight a stem rust epidemic that had caused widespread famine. 
Crossing different wheat varieties from all over the world, he arrived at a rust-
resistant, high-yield hybrid that helped India and Pakistan nearly double their 
wheat production—and saved a billion people from starvation. This so-called 
green revolution helped introduce modern industrialized agriculture to the 
developing world.

25

30

4 But the green revolution was a mixed blessing. Over time farmers came to rely 
heavily on broadly adapted, high-yield crops to the exclusion of varieties 
adapted to local conditions. Yet high-yield varieties are also genetically weaker 
crops that require expensive chemical fertilizers and toxic pesticides. The 
same holds true for high-yield livestock breeds, which often require expensive 
feed and medicinal care to survive in foreign climates. In our focus on 
increasing the amount of food we produce today, we have accidentally put 

35

40
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ourselves at risk for food shortages in the future. 

5 One response to the rapidly dwindling biodiversity in our fields has been to 
gather and safely store the seeds of as many different crop varieties as we can 
before they disappear forever. It's an idea first conceived by Russian botanist 
Nikolay Vavilov. He was obsessed from an early age with ending famine in 
both his native Russia and the world. In the 1920s and '30s he devoted himself 
to gathering seeds on five continents from the wild relatives and unknown 
varieties of the crops we eat, in order to preserve genes that confer such 
essential characteristics as disease and pest resistance and the ability to 
withstand extreme climate conditions. He also headed an institute (now called 
the Research Institute of Plant Industry, in St. Petersburg) tasked with 
preserving his burgeoning collection—what amounted to the first global seed 
bank. Historical documents later revealed that Hitler had, in fact, established a 
commando unit to seize the seed bank, perhaps hoping to one day control the 
world's food supply. Although suffering from hunger, the seeds' caretakers 
refused to eat what they saw as their country's future. Indeed, by the end of the 
siege in the spring of 1944, nine of the institute's self-appointed seed guardians
had died of starvation.

45

50

55

6 Vavilov's ideas have been modified in the years since. Today there are some 
1,400 seed banks around the world. The most ambitious is the new Svalbard 
Global Seed Vault, set inside the permafrost of a sandstone mountain on the 
Norwegian island of Spitsbergen just 700 miles from the North Pole. The so-
called doomsday vault is a backup for all the world's other seed banks. Copies 
of their collections are stored in a permanently chilled, earthquake-free zone
400 feet above sea level, ensuring that the seeds will remain high and dry even 
if the polar ice caps melt. Still, storing seeds in banks to bail us out of future 
calamities is only a halfway measure. Equally worthy of saving is the hard-
earned wisdom of the world's farmers, generations of whom crafted the seeds 
and breeds we now so covet. Perhaps the most precious and endangered 
resource is the knowledge stored in farmers' minds.

Adapted from Food Ark by Charles Siebert
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Section A [5 marks]
Text 1

Refer to the webpage extract (Text 1) on page 2 of the Insert for Questions 1-4. 

1. The webpage begins with the statement ‘At OBS, we offer you a chance to
discover your hidden potential and become a catalyst for change.’ What effect is
this intended to have on the reader?

……………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

………………………………………………………………………………………….…[1] 

2. Refer to the photograph at the bottom right corner of the webpage.
With reference to the webpage, suggest which feature of the leadership
programme is being emphasised.

……………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………….…[1] 

3. Refer to the information presented under the subheading ‘A LEADER’S JOURNEY
FOR YOUTH’. Identify two ways in which the programme makes a participant a
more confident and efficient leader.

………………………………………………………………………………………………..

…………………………………………………………………………..……………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………..

………………………………………………………………………………………….…[2]

4. Which word in the webpage conveys the idea that participants in the leadership
programme will go through a process of gaining better self-knowledge and
experience?

………………………………………………………………………………………..……..

……………………………………………………………………………………...….…[1]
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Section B [20 marks]

Refer to Text 2 on pages 3 and 4 of the Insert for Questions 5-16.

5. In the beginning of this text, the shed is described as being ‘neat’ and almost
‘antiseptic in appearance’. Explain how the language used in paragraph 1 shows it
was tidy and peaceful.

Support your answers with three details from paragraph 1.

………………………………………………………………………………………………..

…………………………………………………………………..……………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………..

………………………………………………………………..………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………....

……………………...………………………………………………………………….[3]

6. In paragraph 2, ‘One by one, he would drop the wriggling insects into the web.’
Explain fully what the expression suggests about Johnson’s character.

………………………………………………………………………………………………..

………………………………………………………………………………………….[1]

7. Why did Johnson suffer a ‘rare moment of remorse’? (line 13)

………………………………………………………………………………………………..

…………………………………………………………………………………………..[1]

8. ‘Did they know fear or horror? Or was that something only humans experienced?
(lines 15-16). What was Johnson hoping to achieve by asking such questions?

………………………………………………………………………………………………..

………………………………………………………………..………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………….... 

……………………...………………………………………………………………….…[2]
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9. ‘The insect brain was too small he told himself. Or so he hoped.’(lines 17-18) 
Identify the words or phrases in the given sentence which suggest

Self-assurance

Self-doubt

[1]

10. Explain how the language used in paragraph 4 makes Johnson appear 
‘apprehensive”.      

Expressions How they show Johnson’s apprehension
Hesitated 

Mouth felt dry

[1]

11. In paragraph 7, explain what is unusual and effective about the expression ‘sickly 
sweet smell of rotting meat’.        

……………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

………………………………………………………………..……………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………….... 

……………………...………………………………………………………………….…[2] 

12. In paragraph 8, the writer says ‘The nails squealed in protest and the board started 
to move.’ 

i. Which two words give the nails a human quality?
     
……………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

………………………………………………………………………………………….…..[1]
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ii. Why does the writer describe the nails in this way?

……………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

………………………………………………………………………………………….…..[1]

13.Why did the writer feel excited about ‘throttling the old man’?

……………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

………………………………………………………………………………………….…..[1]

14. ‘The force of the attack rammed him face first up against the wall knocking the wind 
out of him.’ (lines 55-56) What do the following expressions tell us about the effect of 
the attack on the writer?

Expressions Effect of attack
rammed him face first 
up against the wall

knocking the wind out 
of him

[2]

15. In paragraph 10, which expressions suggest that the spider is aggressive and hostile?

Aggressive

Hostile

[1]
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16. The structure of the text reflects the writer’s main feelings as he tries to deal with
the situation of being trapped in the barn. Complete the flow chart by choosing
one word from the box to summarise the main feeling described in each part of the
text.  There are some extra words in the box you do not need to use.

The Writer’s feelings

Suspicion      Panic       Uneasiness       Fear      Eagerness       Anger      

Flow Chart

Paragraph 6 : (i)
………………………………………….. 

Paragraph 7 : (ii)
………………………………………….. 

Paragraph 8 : (iii)
………………………………………….. 

[3] 
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Section C [25 marks]

Refer to Text 3 on pages 5 and 6 of the Insert for Questions 17-23. 

17.  
i. What does the ‘imminent danger’ (line 12) refer to?

………………………………………………………………………………………..…..…..

………………………………………………………………………………………….....[1]

ii. Why does the writer describe the danger as ‘imminent’?

………………………………………………………………………………………..…..…..

………………………………………………………………………………………….....[1]

18. In paragraph 2, despite the abundance in agriculture produce, the writer is not
optimistic about the future of food production. Give one reason to explain the
writer’s view.

…………………………………………………………………………………………….…

…………………………………………………………………………………….........…[1] 

19. ‘The irony is that the dangerous dwindling of diversity in our food supply is
the unanticipated result of an agriculture triumph’. (lines 25-26)
Explain in your own words why the writer chooses to refer to the agricultural
triumph with the underlined phrase.

………………………………………………………………………………………………..

………………………………………………………………..………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………….... 

……………………...………………………………………………………………….…[2]

20. How was the green revolution a mixed blessing?

Positive 
blessing

Negative 
blessing

[2]
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21.In paragraph 5, the seeds’ caretakers were hungry yet they ‘refused to eat what they
saw as their country’s future’. Explain why they acted in this way.

……………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

………………………………………………………………………………………….....[1]

22. Here is a part of a conversation between two students, Molly and Kevin, who have
read the passage.

Alice   

Molly Kevin

i. Identify one piece of information from Paragraph 6 that Molly could use to support
her view.

………………………………………………………………………………………………..

…………………………………………………………………………………….........…[1] 

ii. How would Kevin explain his position with reference to line 55?

…………………………………………………………………………………………….…

…………………………………………………………………………………….........…[1] 

It’s clear that seed 
banks have won

approval as they are 
seen as an effective 
means to preserve 

crop varieties. 

I disagree. We should do 
something more to solve 

the problem. 
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23.Using your own words as far as possible, summarise the ways in which the
diversity of our food supply has been threatened and the measures that need to be
taken to preserve this diversity.

Use only information from paragraphs 2 to 6.

Your summary must be in continuous writing (not note form). It must not be longer
than 80 words (not counting the words given to help you begin).

Food varieties around the world are fast diminishing because of  ………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………... 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………... 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………... 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………... 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………... 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………... 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………... 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………... 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………... 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………... 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………... 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………... 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………... 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………... 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………... 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………... 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………... 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………... 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………... 
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………………………………………………………………………………………………………... 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………... 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………... 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………... 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………... 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………... 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………... 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………... 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………... 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………... 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………... 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………... 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………... 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………... 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………... 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………... 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………... 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………... 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………... 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………... 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………... 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………... 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………... 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………... 

………………………………………………………………………..No of words:                          [15]
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ANSWERS P2 4 EXPRESS
Section A [5 marks]

Text 1

Refer to the webpage extract (Text 1) on page 2 of the Insert for Questions 1-4. 

1. The webpage begins with the statement ‘At OBS, we offer you a chance to 
discover your hidden potential and become a catalyst for change.’ What effect is
this intended to have on the reader? 

Ans:  
- The use of ‘you’ makes the reader feel personally involved and 
- will thus spur him to join the programme/evoke his interest in the 

programme that will allow him to learn more about himself and have the 
chance to be at the forefront of bringing about change. (can quote) [1]

Deny:
- … to let the reader join the leadership programme
- …. to let the reader develop/discover his hidden leadership potential and 

become a catalyst for change

2. Refer to the photograph at the bottom right corner of the webpage.
With reference to the webpage, suggest which feature of the leadership 
programme is being emphasised. 

Ans:
- Developing physical ruggedness      [1]

Deny: support and encouragement

3. Refer to the information presented under the subheading ‘A LEADER’S JOURNEY 
FOR YOUTH’. Identify two ways in which the programme makes a participant a 
more confident and efficient leader.

Ans:  
- Give and receive constructive feedback; practice being more assertive (more 

confident)
- Realize the importance of planning, scheduling and prioritizing situations as 

effective stress management strategies (efficient) [2]

Each Quote has to be matched to each quality mentioned in the question
Deny marks if quality and quote are not matched.
One mark only if two correct quotes are given minus the matching

4. Which word in the webpage conveys the idea that participants in the leadership 
programme will go through a process of gaining better self-knowledge and 
experience? 

Ans: 
‘Journey’            [1]
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Section B [20 marks]

Refer to Text 2 on pages 3 and 4 of the Insert for Questions 5-16.

5. In the beginning of this text, the shed is described as being ‘neat’ and almost 
‘antiseptic in appearance’. Explain how the language used in paragraph 1 shows it 
was tidy and peaceful.

Support your answers with three details from paragraph 1. 

Ans:  
‘the dozen plywood shelves that 
ran along the walls’

suggests that the shelves were neatly placed 
or fixed long the wall. [1]

Alternative: not cluttered

‘Sitting on each shelve was a 
glass terrarium filled with twigs 
and rocks.’

suggests a systematic and orderly 
furnishing/arrangement in the shed. [1]

Deny: nicely placed

‘a small garden spider was quietly 
spinning a web in the corner’

suggests there was not much noise and 
disturbance in the shed. [1]

Alternative: undisturbed, silent, not much 
noise, hardly and noise

[3]

6. In paragraph 2, ‘One by one, he would drop the wriggling insects into the web.’ 
Explain fully what the expression suggests about Johnson’s character.

Ans : 
Dropping the ants one by one to be eaten by the spider suggests a cruel/sadistic
streak in Johnson’s character [1] 
as he seemed to enjoy/ obtain a sense of pleasure from getting the ants killed 
one by one. [1]          

7. Why did Johnson suffer a ‘rare moment of remorse’? (lines 13)    
   

Ans:  
He felt guilty/remorseful for killing the ants [a] 
in exchange for his pleasure.[b]                 [1]

Alternative: He felt bad/guilty for making the ants suffer and/or for feeding them to 
the spider
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8. ‘Did they know fear or horror? Or was that something only humans experienced? 
(lines 15-16). What was Johnson hoping to achieve by asking such questions?  

Ans : 
He was hoping to emphasise on the fact that the ants did not suffer [1], 
thereby lessening his sense of guilt.[1]

  
9. ‘The insect brain was too small he told himself. Or so he hoped.’(line 17-18) 

Identify the words or phrases in the given sentence which suggest
Ans: 

Self-assurance ‘he told himself’

Self-doubt ‘Or so he hoped’

[1]

10. Explain how the language used in paragraph 4 makes Johnson appear 
‘apprehensive”.      

Ans: 
Expressions How they show Johnson’s apprehension
Hesitated This shows that he was fearful of what was inside [a], 

causing him to waver/pause in his decision [b]. 

Alternative: 

- was scared/fearful/nervous/unnerved of the 
dark room of the pitch back room/was scared 
to go in

Mouth felt dry highlights his nervousness about his situation

Alternative: 
- was so scared/nervous that his mouth felt dry.

was nervous

[1]

11. In paragraph 7, explain what is unusual and effective about the expression ‘sickly 
sweet smell of rotting meat’.        

Ans: 
The expression is unusual because rotting meat is not associated with the 
smell of sweetness                     [1]
It is effective as the contrast between sickly and sweet brings out the 
repulsive smell emanating from the rotting animal. [1]
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12. In paragraph 8, the writer says ‘The nails squealed in protest and the board started 
to move.’ 

i. Which two words give the nails a human quality?
     

Ans:
Squealed, protest          [1]

            

ii. Why does the writer describe the nails in this way?

Ans: 
It suggests that the nails budged but with difficulty and were not easy to 
dislodge/remove         [1]

Alternative: 
- The board was difficult to remove because of the nails that were resistant.
- The nails refused to come out.

13.Why did the writer feel excited about ‘throttling the old man’?

Ans: 
He wanted to take revenge/punish the old man by killing him  [1]

Alternative: he wanted to get back at the old man for deceiving him.

Deny: He wanted to show the old man that he could escape without the spider 
attacking him

14. ‘The force of the attack rammed him face first up against the wall knocking the wind 
out of him.’ (lines 55-56) What do the following expressions tells us about the effect of 
the attack on the writer?

Ans: 
Expressions Effect of attack
rammed him face first 
up against the wall

Forceful/violent/intense impact

knocking the wind out 
of him

He was momentarily rendered unconscious/lost a 
grip on himself/rendered breathless

[2]
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15.In paragraph 10, which expressions suggest that the spider is aggressive and hostile?
Ans: 

Aggressive
‘legs tensed ready to spring’

Hostile ‘Its eyes stared coldly at him’

[1]

16. The structure of the text reflects the writer’s main feelings as he tries to deal with 
the situation of being trapped in the barn. Complete the flow chart by choosing 
one word from the box to summarise the main feeling described in each part of the 
text.  There are some extra words in the box you do not need to use.

The Writer’s feelings

Suspicious       Panic       Uneasy       Fear       Eager       Anger       Stunned       

Flow Chart
Ans: 
Paragraph 6 : (i)
                                Panic

Paragraphs 7 : (ii)
                             Uneasy 

Paragraphs 8 : (iii)
                              Eager 

[3] 
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Section C [25 marks]
Refer to Text 3 on pages 5 and 6 of the Insert for Questions 17-23. 

17.  
i. What does the ‘imminent danger’ (line 12) refer to? 

Ans:  
It refers to the significant/large/substantial/huge amount of wheat that faces 
possible destruction.         [1]

Deny: 
- wheat facing extinction, 
- wheat defenceless against Ug99.

Alternative: a lot of wheat is lost

ii. Why does the writer describe the danger as imminent?  

Ans: 
He describes the danger as imminent as the large scale destruction of the 
wheat supply is impending/fast approaching/looming/about to happen.[1]

18. In paragraph 2, despite the abundance in agriculture produce, the writer is not 
optimistic about the future of food production. Give one reason to explain the 
writer’s view.

   
Ans:  

Any one: 
- Crops threatened by climate change
- Crops destroyed by mutating disease
- Crop variety diminishing due to genetic destruction     [1] 

Excess denied: If students provide more than one option, 0 mark to be awarded.

19. ‘The irony is that the dangerous dwindling of diversity in our food supply is 
the unanticipated result of an agriculture triumph’. (lines 25-26) 
Explain in your own words why the writer chooses to refer to the agricultural 
triumph with the underlined phrase.

      
Ans: 

- The agriculture triumph produced an unexpected outcome [1] because while 
food supply increased, the variety of crops decreased.[1] 

20. How was the green revolution a mixed blessing?  

Ans: 
Positive 
blessing

Greater output/yield/production of high yield crops/food
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Deny: helped to introduce modern industrialized agriculture
One billion people were saved from starvation ( need to explain 
why people were saved)

Negative 
blessing

Production of genetically weaker crops requiring expensive 
chemical fertilizers and toxic pesticides to sustain

[2]

21. In paragraph 5, the seeds’ caretakers were hungry yet they ‘refused to eat what they 
saw as their country’s future’. Explain why they acted in this way.

Ans:  
The seeds’ caretakers sacrificed their own needs as they were determined to 
conserve the seeds [a] for the surviva/sake of the future generations.[b] [1]

Deny: 
- the caretakers wanted to save seeds for their country – future missing
- the caretakers were concerned for their country - vague

22. Here is a part of a conversation between two students, Molly and Kevin, who have 
read the passage.

        Alice         

Molly Kevin

i. Identify one piece of information from Paragraph 6 that Molly could use to support 
her view?  

Ans: 
There are about 1,400 seed banks around the world.    [1] 

It’s clear that seed 
banks have won 

approval as they are 
seen as an effective 
means to preserve 

crop varieties. 

I disagree. We should do 
something more to solve 

the problem. 
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Alternative: 
- the seeds are stored in a permanently chilled earthquake free zone 4000 feet 

above sea-level. This ensures the seeds remain high and dry even if the
polar ice caps melt.

ii. How would Kevin explain his position with reference to line 55?

Ans: 

The caretakers’ sacrifice of their lives to save seeds is not enough to preserve crop 
varieties. [optional] Other solutions such as preserving farmers’ knowledge and 
skills of seeding and breeding [a] for use in the future and to protect 
humanity from a possible food crisis.[b] are essential.

[1]

Deny:  
- the caretakers suffer from hunger because of the seed banks. Nobody 

should suffer from hunger if food is saved. – misreading
- seedbanks caused the caretakers to starve to death.
- There should be more seed caretakers
- Seedbanks have not really solved the problem of increasing food supply
- The seed caretakers would not have died if they were to do more to solve the 

problem

23.Using your own words as far as possible, summarise the ways in which the 
diversity of our food supply has been threatened and the measures that need to be 
taken to preserve this diversity. 

Use only information from paragraphs 2 to 6. 

Your summary must be in continuous writing (not note form). It musts not be longer 
than 80 words (not counting the words given to help you begin).

Food varieties around the world are fast diminishing because of  

From the passage Own Words

Given the added challenges posed by 
climate change,

1. climate change and 

and constantly mutating diseases like 
Ug99

2. destruction from mutating diseases 
such as UG99. 

But the green revolution was a mixed 
blessing. Over time farmers came to rely 
heavily on broadly adapted, high-yield 

3. The green revolution yielded high –
yield crops/hybrids
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crops

to the exclusion of varieties adapted to 
local conditions.

4. But led to a reduction in crop 
varieties that could survive in local 
conditions 

Yet high-yield varieties are also genetically 
weaker crops

5. Crops and livestock emerging from 
the green revolution are also 
genetically weaker and 

that require expensive chemical fertilizers 
and toxic pesticides. The same holds true 
for high-yield livestock breeds, which often 
require expensive feed and medicinal care
to survive in foreign climates.

6. more expensive to sustain.

One response to the rapidly dwindling 
biodiversity in our fields has been to gather 
and safely store the seeds of as many 
different crop varieties as we can before 
they disappear forever. … tasked with 
preserving his burgeoning collection—what 
amounted to the first global seed bank. 

7. To curb the disappearance of crop 
varieties, seeds are gathered from 
around the world and stored in seed 
banks

he devoted himself to gathering seeds on 
five continents from the wild relatives and 
unknown varieties of the crops we eat, in 
order to preserve genes that confer such 
essential characteristics as disease and 
pest resistance  

8. that help to preserve seed genes that 
are disease and pest resistant

[78 words]

and the ability to withstand extreme climate 
conditions.

9. and can endure harsh climate 
conditions.

Equally worthy of saving is the hard-earned 
wisdom of the world's farmers, generations 
of whom crafted the seeds and breeds we 
now so covet. Perhaps the most precious 
and endangered resource is the knowledge 
stored in farmers' minds.

10.Preserving farmers’ extensive 
knowledge about seeds and breeds 
is equally vital. 

[95 words]

Legend: 
Yellow – how food diversity is threatened
Green – measures to take to preserve food diversity
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Section A

Editing [10 marks]

Carefully read the text below, consisting of 12 lines, about the National University of 
Singapore. The first and last lines are correct. For eight of the lines, there is one grammatical 
error in each line. There are two more lines with no errors.

If there is NO error in a line, put a tick ( ) in the space provided.

If the line is incorrect, circle the incorrect word and write the correct word in the space 
provided.

The correct word you provide must not change the original meaning of the sentence. 

Examples:

I arrived to my destination at 2 pm.

Dolphins are not without their supporters.

....……at……

....…… …… 

The National University of Singapore is the flagship tertiary institution of 

Singapore.  It had a global approach to education and research.  It is the 

oldest high learning institute and the largest in terms of student 

enrolment and curriculum offered. It was formed as a result of a merger 

among the University of Singapore and the Nanyang University in 1980.  

This is done because of the government’s desire to pool the two 

institutions’ resources into a single, stronger entity and promoted 

English as Singapore’s only main language. Much students aspire to 

study in this prestigious institution as it is rank amongst the best in Asia.

Today, it has 16 faculties and schools across three campus locations in 

Singapore-Kent Ridge, Bukit Timah, Outram and provide a broad-based  

curriculum underscored by multi-disciplinary courses and enrichment.

Source: Adapted fromhttp://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/National_University_of_Singapore 

1. ………. 

2. ………. 

3. ………. 

4. ………. 

5. ………. 

6. ………. 

7. ………. 

8. ………. 

9. ………. 

10. ………. 
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Section A

Editing [10 marks]

Carefully read the text below, consisting of 12 lines, about the National University of 
Singapore. The first and last lines are correct. For eight of the lines, there is one grammatical 
error in each line. There are two more lines with no errors.

If there is NO error in a line, put a tick ( ) in the space provided.

If the line is incorrect, circle the incorrect word and write the correct word in the space 
provided.

The correct word you provide must not change the original meaning of the sentence. 

Examples:

I arrived to my destination at 2 pm.

Dolphins are not without their supporters.

....……at……

....…… …… 

The National University of Singapore is the flagship tertiary institution of 

Singapore.  It had a global approach to education and research.  It is the 

oldest high learning institute and the largest in terms of student 

enrolment and curriculum offered. It was formed as a result of a merger 

among the University of Singapore and the Nanyang University in 1980.  

This is done because of the government’s desire to pool the two 

institutions’ resources into a single, stronger entity and promoted

English as Singapore’s only main language. Much students inspire to 

study in this prestigious institution as it is rank amongst the best in Asia.

Today, it has 16 faculties and schools across three campus locations in 

Singapore-Kent Ridge, Bukit Timah, Outram and provide a broad-based  

Curriculum underscored by multi-disciplinary courses and enrichment.

1.…Has. 

2.higher

3. … 

4.between. 

5.was

6.promote

7.many

8.ranked

9. … 

10. provides

… 

  Source: Adapted from http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/National_University_of_Singapore 
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Section B [30 marks]

You are advised to write between 250 and 350 words for this section.  

You should study the information found in the promotional flyer attached carefully and plan 
your answer before beginning to write.

Your school has made it compulsory for service learning to be included in all CCAs.  As the 
newly-appointed Chairperson of the Class Service Learning Committee, your form teacher 
has asked you to think of how best to get your classmates from different CCAs to be 
involved in a community service project for the elderly.  She has specified that it must not be 
a one-time visit to an old folks’ home. You are excited at the prospect of a partnership with 
‘GoldenCare’- a day care centre- on learning that it is looking for a school in its vicinity to 
implement a pilot project on service learning.

Write a proposal to your form teacher, giving details of the partnership to promote the 
physical, mental and emotional health of the elderly.  In your proposal, you should suggest:

• a programme of activities involving at least 3 relevant CCAs 

• how the involvement can benefit the elderly and the students alike

• how participation by the students can add value to their CCA programme

Write your proposal in clear, accurate English and in a persuasive tone, to convince your
form teacher that it will make service learning practical and meaningful for your class.

You should use your own words as much as possible.
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INFORMATION SHEET

     HOTELS

YMCA HOTEL    Santa Grand Lai Chun Yuen   
Location: Orchard Road   Location: Chinatown
Near to Doby Ghaut MRT  Near to Chinatown MRT
Rate: S$140/night (twin sharing)  Rates: S$176/ night (family room)
Facilities:     Facilities:
swimming pool, gym, billiard roo              free internet access in rooms  
interconnecting room is available upon
request

ATTRACTIONS IN RIVER SAFARI

Congo Rivers      Squirrel Monkey Forest
Venture into earth’s deepest river and come   Enter the lush rainforests of the Amazon where 
face to face  with the world’s largest freshwater               you will see adorable monkeys . 
puffer fish as well as one of the smallest crocodiles           
in the world
Other Attractions: Giant Panda Forest
Visit Kai Kia and Jia Jia, the two pandas from China

VISIT NIGHT SAFARI 
(next to river safari) 
-Experience nocturnal animals 
roaming freely as you take 
tram rides or go on the various
trails.

SINGAPORE’S SHOPPING HOTSPOTS

Bugis Village    Orchard Road
It is a 3 storey shop house   Famous shopping belt of 
comprising of many small stalls   Singapore: departmental stores, 
selling all kinds of merchandise,                     designer goods.
randing from clothes, watches, bags, 
shoes, souvenirs.Prices  cheap and negotiable

SINGAPORE’S FAMOUS ISLAND RESORT: SENTOSA

-Visit Sentosa, an island with multi-faceted attractions: Butterfly and Insect Kingdom, 
Merlion, Dolphin Lagoon, Siloso Point and lovely beaches.
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Section C [30 marks]

Begin your answer on a fresh page.

You are advised to write between 350 and 500 words on one of the following topics.

At the head of your composition, write the number of the topic you have chosen.

1 What is your idea of trust? Write about a time when someone betrayed your trust.

2 “The bus interchange is constantly busy and crowded.” Describe a scene at a busy 
bus interchange during peak hours.

3 Is advertising information or manipulation? 

4 “Textbooks should be replaced by iPads and on-line resources.”  Do you agree?
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TEMASEK SECONDARY SCHOOL
Preliminary Examination 2013
Secondary Four Express

ENGLISH LANGUAGE 1128/02

Paper 2 Comprehension 1 hour 50 minutes

INSERT

READ THESE INSTRUCTIONS FIRST

Do not open the booklet until you are told to do so.

This insert contains Text 1, Text 2 and Text 3.

This document consists of 6 printed pages.
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Section A

Text 1

Study the poster designed for a campaign below and answer Questions 1 – 4 in the 
Question Paper Booklet.  
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Section B

Text 2 

The text below describes Marianne’s strange experience. Read it carefully and answer 
Questions  5 – 13 in the Question Paper Booklet.

1

2 

3 

4 

5 

Marianne dreamed.
She was in a great open stretch of country, flat like a prairie, covered as far as 
she could see, with long dry grass in which she was standing more than waist 
deep.  There were no roads, no paths, no hills and no valleys.  Only the prairie 
stretched before her on all sides till it met the grey encircling sky.  Here and 
there it was dotted with great stones or rocks, which rose just above the level 
of the tall grass, like heads peering from all directions.

Marianne stood and looked.  There seemed to be nothing to do and nowhere 
to go.  Wherever she looked she saw nothing but grass and stones and sky, 
the same on every side of her.  Yet something, a nagging uneasiness which 
she could not account for, drove her to start walking; and because at one point 
on the skyline she thought she could see something like a faint trickle of 
smoke, she walked towards that.

The ground under her feet was rutted and uneven, and the grass harsh and 
prickling.  She could not move fast, and it seemed that she had walked a long 
way before she saw that she had been right about the faint line in the sky.  It 
was a wavering stream of smoke, rising in the windless air from the chimney of 
a house.

It was a curious looking house, with leaning walls, its windows and door blank 
and shut.  It rose unexpectedly straight from the prairie; a low uneven fence 
separated its small plot from the surrounding ground, though the coarse grass 
was the same within and without. There were some large yellow flowers about, 
which Marianne could not recognise, growing a foot or two high; they seemed 
to be as much outside the fence as in, and certainly did not constitute a 
garden.  Nothing moved except the thread of smoke rising from the chimney.  
In all that vast expanse nothing else moved.  There was a gate in the fence.  
Marianne pushed it open and walked up the path to the door.  She did not 
much like the look of the house, with its blank staring windows and its bare 
front door, but she liked the prairie even less.  
‘I must get in,’ said Marianne aloud in her dream.  ‘I’ve got to get in.’

There was no knocker and there was no bell.  Marianne knocked with her 
knuckles, but it was a disappointing little noise and she was not surprised that 
no one answered.  She looked around for a stone to beat on the door but the 
only stones were the great grey boulders outside the fence. As she stood, 
considering what to do, she heard the distant sound of the wind.  Across the 
prairie it blew towards her, and in its path the grass whistled and rustled, dry 
stalk on dry stalk, and bent, so that she could see the path of the wind as it 
approached her.  Then it was all around her, and everything that had been so 
still before became alive with movement.  The grass writhed and tore at its 

5 

10
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20
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35
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6 

7 

roots, the pale flowers beat against their stems, the thin thread of smoke was 
blown out like a candle flame, and disappeared into the sky.  The wind 
whistled round the house and was gone, leaving Marianne deaf for a moment, 
and suddenly chilled.
‘I’m frightened here,’ she said.  ‘I’ve got to get away from the grass and the 
stones and the wind.  I’ve got to get into the house.’
No voice spoke in reply to her words, and there was no signal from the silent 
house; but she knew the answer as if she had heard it.

‘I could get in,’ Marianne thought, ‘if there was a person inside the house.  
There has got to be a person.  I can’t get in unless there is somebody there.’
‘Why isn’t there someone in the house?’ she cried to the empty world around 
her.
‘Put someone there,’ the silent answer said.
‘How can I?’ Marianne protested.  ‘How can I put someone in the house? I 
can’t get in myself! And I’ve got to get in!’

‘I’ve got to get in!’ she heard herself say, and the words woke her up.  With 
difficulty she struggled back to realise that the house and the prairie were 
gone: she was lying in bed, and the memory of the six weeks more to be spent 
there was lying in wait for her, to weigh down her spirits as soon as she was 
sufficiently awake to remember.

40

45

50

55

Adapted from ‘Marianne Dreams’ by Catherine Storr
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Section C

Text 3

The text below is about the strong familial bonds of wild elephants. Read it carefully and 
answer Questions 14 – 21 in the Question Paper Booklet.

1 The plight of elephants has become so dire that their greatest enemy—
humans—is also their only hope, a topsy-turvy reality that moved a woman 
named Daphne Sheldrick to establish the nursery back in 1987. Sheldrick is 
fourth-generation Kenya-born and has spent the better part of her life tending 
wild animals. Her husband was David Sheldrick, the renowned naturalist and 
founding warden of Tsavo East National Park who died of a heart attack in 1977. 
She has reared abandoned baby buffalo, zebras and black rhinos, among 
others, but no creature has beguiled her more than elephants.

5 

2 Orphan infant elephants are a challenge to raise because they remain fully 
dependent on their mother's milk for the first two years of life and partially so 
until the age of four. In the decades the Sheldricks spent together in Tsavo, they 
never succeeded in raising an orphan younger than one because they could not 
find a formula that matched the nutritional qualities of a mother's milk. Aware 
that elephant milk is high in fat, they tried adding cream and butter to the mix, 
but found the babies had trouble digesting it and soon died. They then used a 
non-fat milk that the elephants could digest better, but eventually, after growing 
thinner and thinner on that formula, these orphans succumbed as well. Shortly 
before David's death, the couple finally arrived at a precise mixture of human 
baby formula and coconut. This kept alive a three-week-old orphan named 
Aisha, helping her grow stronger every day.

10

15

20

3 It was Aisha that revealed to Daphne another essential ingredient for raising an 
orphan elephant. When Daphne traveled to Nairobi to prepare for a daughter's 
wedding, she left Aisha, then six months old, in the care of an assistant. In the 
two weeks she was away, Aisha stopped eating and died, apparently overcome 
with grief at the loss of another mother. "When Aisha died, I realized the mistake 
I'd made," says Daphne, still pained by the memory. "She missed me too much. 
You mustn't let an elephant get too attached to one person. I thought I could do 
it without substituting a larger family. I mean, I knew wild elephants. I had 
watched the elephants in Tsavo my entire married life, so I should have known 
better. One just has to look at an elephant group to understand the importance 
of family. So we have to replace what the elephant would have in the wild."

25

30

4 Any wild elephant group is, in essence, one large and highly sensitive organism. 
Young elephants are raised within a matriarchal family of doting female 
caregivers, beginning with the birth mother and then branching out to include 
sisters, cousins, aunts, grandmothers, and established friends. These bonds 
endure over a life span that can be as long as 70 years. Young elephants stay 
close to their mothers and extended family members—males until they are about 
14, females for life. When a calf is threatened or harmed, all the other elephants 

35
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comfort and protect it.

5 This cohesiveness is enforced by a complex communication system. When 
close to each other, elephants employ a range of vocalizations, from low 
rumblings to high-pitched screams and trumpets, along with assorted visual 
signals. They express a range of emotions using their trunk, ears, head, and tail. 
When they need to communicate over longer distances, they use powerful low-
frequency, rumbling calls that can be heard by others more than a mile away.

40

45

6 After a death, family members show signs of grief and exhibit ritualistic 
behaviour. Field biologists such as Joyce Poole, who has studied Africa's 
elephants for more than 35 years, describe elephants trying to lift the dead body 
and covering it with dirt and brush. Poole once watched a female stand guard 
over her stillborn baby for three days, her head, ears, and trunk drooped in grief. 
Elephants may revisit the bones of the deceased for months, even years, 
touching them with their trunks and creating paths to visit the carcass.

50

7 What has amazed Sheldrick most since establishing the Nairobi nursery is how 
readily even severely traumatized babies begin to reweave the elaborate social 
fabric of the wild group. "They are born with a genetic memory and are 
extremely social animals," she says. "They intuitively know to be submissive 
before elders, and the females are instinctively maternal, even from a very 
young age. Whenever we get a new baby here, the others will come around and 
lovingly put their trunks on its back to comfort it. They have such big hearts."

55

8 Spend enough time around elephants and it is difficult not to anthropomorphise
their behaviour. "Elephants are very human animals," says Sheldrick, sitting one 
afternoon on the back porch of her house at the edge of the nursery grounds, 
the wide, acacia-dotted plains of Nairobi National Park sprawling in the distance. 
"Their emotions are exactly the same as ours. They've lost their families, have 
seen their mothers slaughtered, and they come here filled with aggression—
devastated and broken. They suffer from nightmares and sleeplessness."

60

65

Adapted from Orphans No More by Charles Siebert, National Geographic magazine, September 2011
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Section A [5 marks]
 

For 
examiner’s 

use
Text 1

Refer to the poster (Text 1) on page 2 of the Insert for Questions 1-3. 

1 (i)   What is the main purpose of the poster?

 ……………………………………………………………………………………… 

        ……………………………………………………………………………………….[1]

       
        (ii)  Who is the main target audience of this campaign?

        ……………………………………………………………………………………… [1]

2 Why has the photograph been included in the picture?

        ……………………………………………………………………………………… 

        ……………………………………………………………………………………… 

         ………………………………………………………………………………………[1]

3 ‘Plastic is strong, long-lasting, cheap and light.’ With reference to the 
        words in bold, explain why plastic is dangerous to marine creatures?

         ……………………………………………………………………………………..  

         ……………………………………………………………………………………..  

         ……………………………………………………………………………………..

         ……………………………………………………………………………………..[2] 
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Section B [20 marks] For 
examiner’s

use
Text 2

Refer to Text 2 on pages 3 - 4 of the Insert for Questions 4 – 13. 

4 At the beginning of the text, Marianne dreamed that she was in a prairie.  
        Explain how the language used in paragraph 1 shows that the prairie contains 
        subtle threats.  Support your ideas with three details from paragraph 1.       

…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

.…………………..……………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………… [3]
  

5 ‘Yet something, a nagging uneasiness which she could not account for, drove 
          her to start walking; and because at one point on the skyline she thought 
          she could see something like a faint trickle of smoke, she walked towards 
          that’ (lines 10-13).  

         Identify the word(s) or phrase(s) in the given sentence which suggest  

(i) the horizon …………………………………………………………………..  [1]

       (ii) a compelling force …………………….……………………………………. [1]
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6      (i) Which word in paragraph 3 tells the reader that the grass is coarse? 
                 
               ……………………………………………………………………………….   [1]

(ii) Why does the writer describe the grass in this way?    

……………………………………………………………………..……..….  

               ……………………………………………………………………………….   [1]

7 Why is the smoke described as a ‘faint trickle’ in line 12, but as ‘a wavering 
         stream’ in line 17? 

          …………………………………………………………………………………..  

          …………………………………………………………………………………..  

          …………………………………………………………………………………..  

         ……………………………………………………………………………………  

         ……………………………………………………………………………………  [2]
                    

For 
examiner’s 

use
8 In paragraph 4, Marianne observed that ‘Nothing moved except the thread 
        of smoke rising from the chimney.  In all that vast expanse nothing else 
        moved’ (lines 25-26). What is unusual and effective about the use of the 
        phrases in italics?

        ……………………………………………………………………………………..  

       ………………………………………………………………………………………  

       ………………………………………………………………………………………  

       ………………………………………………………………………………………

       ……………………………………………………………………………………… [2]

9 Marianne did not much like the look of the house. Identify the literary 
       device used in the structure shown below and the feeling it arouses in 
       Marianne.                                                                                                        [2]
         

Structure
Literary
device Feeling

Blank staring windows
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10 In what way did the sudden appearance and disappearance of the wind
         make Marianne’s experience more frightening?

        ………………………………………………………………………………………  

        ……………………………………………………………………………………… [1]

11 What impression does the writer want to convey by the use of the word
        ‘writhed’ in the statement ‘The grass writhed and tore at its roots…’ 
         (line 39) ?   
  
        ……………………………………………………………………………………..  

        …………………………………………………………………………………….. 

        ……………………………………………………………………………………..   [1]

12 What probably helped to break Marianne’s dream?   

 ……………………………………………………………………………………. 

         …………………………………………………………………………………….   [1]

13    Complete the chart by choosing one word from the box to match the symbolic 
         reference of each of the elements found in the paragraphs shown below.
         There are some extra words in the box you do not need to use.    

  Symbolic references:
hope                relief                  destruction                   inhospitality

             menace                  exasperation                 gloom                                
   

        
  Flow chart:

                  

                                                                   

                                                                                                                                [4]
                                                                                                                                                  

Paragraph 1: ‘grey encircling sky’ :             ………………………………… 

Paragraph 4: ‘bare front door’                  …………………………………..

Paragraph 2: ‘faint trickle of smoke’ :       ………………………………….

Paragraph 5: ‘wind’ :                                ……………………………………
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Section C [25 marks] For 
Examiner’s 

Use

Text 3
Refer to Text 3 on pages 5 - 6 of the Insert for Questions 14 – 21. 

14 Identify a word in paragraph 1 that suggests that the predicament of 
elephants is a serious one. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………..[1]

15 Humans are described as the elephants’ ‘only hope’ (line 2). What is ironic 
about this?

………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………..[1] 

16 What does ‘beguiled’ (line 8) tell us about how Daphne Sheldrick sees 
elephants?

………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………..[1] 

17 Explain what the writer means when he says that the orphan elephants that 
fed on the non-fat milk formula ‘succumbed.’ (line 17)

………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………..[1] 

18

Marlon

[Turn 
over]

Aisha’s survival 
depended largely 
on her strong 
familial ties with 
Daphne
Sheldrick.
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19

20 a 

b 

Identify an evidence from paragraph 3 to support Marlon’s view. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………..…………………… [1] 

In paragraph 7, what made Sheldrick think that elephants are born with a 
genetic memory?

……………………………………………………………………….………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………….[2] 

In paragraph 8, identify one word that suggests elephants are humanlike.  

……………………………………………………………………………………….[1]

In your own words, explain why elephants suffer from nightmares and 
sleeplessness.               
                                                                               
……………………………………………………………………….………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………. 

……………………………………………………………………….………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………….[2] 

For 
Examiner’s 

Use

[Turn 
over]
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21 Using your own words as far as possible, summarise the ways in which 
elephants express their emotions and maintain strong social ties with  each 
other.   

Use only information from paragraphs 4, 6 and 7. 

Your summary must be in continuous writing (not note form). It must not be 
longer than 80 words (not counting the words given to help you begin). 

Raised within a matriarchal family, young elephants stay close to……………...

………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

………..………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………….. No. of words:                             [15] 

For 
Examiner’s 

Use

[end of paper]
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Section A [5 marks]
 

For 
examiner’s 

use
Text 1

Refer to the poster (Text 1) on page 2 of the Insert for Questions 1-4.

1 (i)   What is the main purpose of the poster?

To ask the reader to stop polluting the sea with plastics. 
         /Create awareness on the dangers of plastic to marine creatures            [1]

        (ii) Who is the main target audience of this campaign?

        Boat-users

2 Why has the photograph been included in the picture?

        To get the reader to sympathise with the plight of marine creatures.          [1]

3 ‘Plastic is strong, long-lasting, cheap and light.’ With reference to the 
        words in bold, explain why plastic is dangerous to marine creatures?

         As plastics are indestructible (1), and marine creatures can get 
        entangled by it leading to suffocation (1) 
                                   or 
         As plastic could not be digested once ingested by marine 
         creatures (1), it can be fatal (1).                                                                [2] 
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Section B [20 marks] For 
examiner’s

use
Text 2

Refer to Text 2 on pages 3 - 4 of the Insert for Questions 4 – 13. 

4 At the beginning of the text, Marianne dreamed that she was in a prairie.  
        Explain how the language used in paragraph 1 shows that the prairie contains  
        subtle threats.  Support your ideas with three details from paragraph 1.       

        ‘long dry grass in which she was standing more than waist deep’  
         suggests being besieged/surrounded by forces which threatens to 
         hinder/obstruct her progress.  OR  The waist high expanse of grass 
         prevents her from seeing the predator/danger lurking in the grass.

        ‘no roads, no paths (no hills and no valleys)’ emphasizes her 
         isolation from any aid/ help/the lack of means to escape from her ordeal 
         if she should encounter any danger. OR The repetitive negative ‘no’ 
         suggests that she was totally cut off from communication or aid of any 
         kind if her survival is threatened in any way.  

        ‘ the grey encircling sky’ gives a sense of entrapment/imprisonment/
         foreboding/ impending doom which threatens her existence.

         ‘like heads peering from all directions’  suggests being surrounded by 
         sentinels/enemies/spies who watch/monitor/scrutinise her actions/  
         movement and evokes a sense of vulnerability.                                   [3]
  

5 ‘Yet something, a nagging uneasiness which she could not account for, drove 
          her to start walking; and because at one point on the skyline she thought 
          she could see something like a faint trickle of smoke she walked towards 
          that’ (lines 10-13).  

         Identify the words or phrases in the given sentence which suggest  

(i) the horizon          : skyline                                                                       [1]

       (ii)  a compelling force : drove                                                                        [1]

6      (i) Which word in paragraph 3 tells the reader that the grass is coarse? 
                harsh                                                                                                      [1]

(ii) Why does the writer describe the grass in this way?    
               The grass was dry and the writer wants to show that it produces an 
                unpleasant/uncomfortable sensation when it brushes against the 
               skin.                                                                                                       [1]
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7 Why is the smoke described as a ‘faint trickle’ in line 12, but as ‘a wavering 
         stream’ in line 17? 

          In line 12, the smoke was seen from a distance and hence barely 
          unnoticeable. In line 17, it was seen at close view and hence 
          noticeable/noticeably denser.                                                                       [2] 
                    

For 
examiner’s 

use
8 In paragraph 4, Marianne observed that ‘Nothing moved except the thread
        of smoke rising from the chimney.  In all that vast expanse nothing else 
        moved’ (lines 25-26). What is unusual and effective about the use of the 
        phrases in italics?

        The total stillness/absence of movement of nature/of the grass and 
         flowers on  long stems is unusual as they are not inanimate 
        objects/dead. (1m)

         It has the effect of producing tension/a sense of unease/uneasiness. (1)
                                                          OR
         It creates a dreamlike/ fantastical atmosphere (1)                                       [2]  

9 Marianne did not much like the look of the house. Identify the literary 
       device used in the structure shown below and the feeling it arouses in 
       Marianne.                                                                                                     [2]  
  

Structure
Literary
device Feeling

Blank staring windows       personification unnerving/scary/frightening/
discomfiting

10 In what way did the sudden appearance and disappearance of the wind
         make Marianne’s experience more frightening?

        She was unable to anticipate/be prepared for it, which makes it more 
        frightening.                                                                                                  [1]

11 What impression does the writer want to convey by the use of the 
         word ‘writhed’ in the statement ‘The grass writhed and tore at its roots…’ 
         (line 39) ?   
  

It tells us that the grass was twisting violently.                                               [1]

12 What probably helped to break Marianne’s dream?   

Her forceful exclamation/cries woke her up.                                                 [1]
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13    Complete the chart by choosing one word from the box to match the symbolic 
         reference of each of the elements found in the paragraphs shown below.
         There are some extra words in the box you do not need to use.     
  
         Symbolic references:

hope                relief                  destruction                   inhospitality

            menace                  exasperation                 gloom                                
   

        
  Flow chart:

                  

                                                                   

                                                                                                                                [4]
                                                                                                                                                  

Paragraph 1: ‘grey encircling sky’ :     gloom

Paragraph 4: ‘bare front door’:               inhospitality

Paragraph 2: ‘faint trickle of smoke’ :     hope

Paragraph 5: ‘wind’ :                           destruction
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TEMASEK SECONDARY SCHOOL
PRELIMINARY EXAMINATION 2013
SECONDARY FOUR EXPRESS

MARKING SCHEME

SECTION C [25 MARKS]
TEXT 3

For 
Examiner’s 

Use

14 Identify a word in paragraph 1 that tells us that the predicament of elephants is a 
serious one. 

 ‘dire’ [1]

[Q]

15

16

Humans are described as the elephants’ ‘only hope’ (line 2). What is ironic about 
this?

They are both their friends/saviours/heroes as well as their enemies. [1]

What does ‘beguiled’ (line 8) tell us about how Daphne Sheldrick sees elephants?

She finds them intriguing/fascinating creatures. [1]

Literal 
[recast]

[L/I]

17 Explain what the writer means when he says that the orphan elephants that fed on 
the non-fat milk formula ‘succumbed.’ (line 17)

They died/could not survive. [1]

[V/I]

18

[L/Reca
st]  

Identify an evidence from paragraph 3 to support Marlon’s view. 

When Daphne left Aisha for 2 weeks, she died from not eating.[1]  

L/Recas
t]

[Turn 

The orphan 
elephant, Aisha’s 
survival depended 
largely on her strong
familial ties with 
Daphne. 
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19

20 a 

b 

In paragraph 7, what made Sheldrick think that elephants are born with a 
genetic memory?
           [2]  
      
They intuitively know when to be submissive before elders [1] and the 
females are instinctively maternal, even from a very young age.[1]

In paragraph 8, identify one word that suggests elephants are humanlike. 

‘anthropormorphise’[1]

In your own words, explain why elephants suffer from nightmares and 
sleeplessness.                                                                                              [2]

From the passage YOW
They have seen their mothers 
slaughtered

After witnessing their mothers’ 
killing/poaching [1]

They are devastated and broken they suffer from depression. [1]

over

[L] 

[Q]

[Turn over
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22 Using your own words as far as possible, summarise the ways in which elephants 
express their emotions and maintain strong social ties with each other. 

Use only information from paragraphs 4, 6 and 7. 

Your summary must be in continuous writing (not note form). It must not be longer 
than 80 words (not counting the words given to help you begin). 

Raised within a matriarchal family, young elephants stay close to ………………..…… [15]

From Passage Own Words

1 Young elephants stay close to their mothers and 
extended family members for life

Mother and calf remain close within 
their herd

2 When a calf is threatened or harmed, elephants 
comfort and protect

In times of danger they are shielded 
and consoled.

3 After death, they show signs of grief Following deaths, they display their 
sorrow  

4 And exhibit ritualistic behaviour and perform acts on the dead body

5 They would lift the dead body and cover it with 
dirt and brush

such as elevating and shrouding it.

6 A female elephant would stand guard over its 
stillborn for days her head, ears and trunk drooped 
in grief

A mother elephant would keep a 
close watch on her dead infant for 
days, her head hung low

7 May revisit bones of the deceased for months 
and years

and would return to the remains
for an extended period of time

8 touching them with their trunks caressing them with her trunk
9 they may even create paths to visit the carcass and making routes to go back to 

them

10 they intuitively know to be submissive before 
elders

They have a natural instinct to bow 
down before their seniors

11 lovingly put their trunks on its (a baby’s) back and affectionately place their trunks 
as assurance on the back of babies.

Content: 8 marks
Style: 7 marks
Total: 15 marks
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English Language Listening Comprehension Examination
Secondary 4 Express (SA2) 2013

Instructions to candidates. (CD Duration: 45 mins)(bynicole/editedbymic)

Answer all questions. Write your answers in the spaces provided on the Question 
Paper. You may take notes as you listen to the recording. 

Part 1

You will hear three different extracts. For questions 1 to 6, tick the answer (A, B, C or 
D) which fits best according to what you hear. There are two questions for each 
extract.

You will hear each extract twice.

Extract 1
Text for Questions 1 and 2

(two friends) 

M Hi, Pei Xuan. We’ve re-scheduled our meeting to tomorrow, at Janet’s place. 
Can you make it?   

F Yes, Joe, but only after eleven. I’ve promised to run some errands for my mum
in the morning.

M That’s fine. The four of us are meeting at ten. We can start off before you join 
us. If you have some coloured paper or markers, please bring them along as 
well. All of us are going to rummage our homes to see what we have to save on 
cost.   

F No problem, I should have some left from my previous projects. Has De Hao 
found a cardboard box?

M He has found a few actually, but all of them seem too small. We might 
dismantle all of them to make a bigger one. It shouldn’t be too difficult. Janet
has scissors, penknives and adhesive tape at home for us to reconstruct the 
boxes.

F So we’re quite set to begin on Wednesday. I’ll bring along some pictures I 
downloaded from the web last night.     

(Listen to extract 1 again) 
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Extract 2
Text for Questions 3 and 4

(reporter and interviewee) 

F Is this your first run, Joseph?  
M It’s not the first, but the longest. I first ran with a group of friends two years ago. 

We signed up for the 10 kilometre run and it was then that we made a pact to 
participate in at least two such events every year.  

F So this must be your fifth or sixth run? What do you like about such events?   
M This is my third year participating in such an event, and for the past two years, 

I’ve gone for at least seven. I got hooked. Whenever a colleague or cousin asks
me to join them, I simply say yes. I enjoy running in the city, especially the 
Marina Bay area, which is a real feast for my eyes.  

F You said today’s 16.8 kilometres is the longest distance you’ve run. Are you 
aiming for the half marathon or perhaps the full marathon in the near future?

M I’ve been thinking about it since last year, but I’m not sure if I’m physically up to 
it. I feel very exhausted at the end of every 10 kilometre run. My thighs also 
never fail to ache for the next two days. Hence, I am treating today’s run as a 
trial before I consider going for the half marathon.   

F So what is your verdict? 
M Well, I did survive today’s run. Psychologically, I feel that I am ready for a half 

marathon. 

(Listen to extract 2 again) 

Extract 3
Text for Questions 5 and 6 

(psychologist) 

Many of you must be familiar with complaints made against the downside of media 
exposure. Research has shown that a steady diet of graphic media images can have 
lasting negative effects on mental and physical health. Some experts say people 
who watch traumatic images for hours on end are most vulnerable. We are living in 
an age increasingly connected by YouTube, social media and smartphones, so it’s 
important we become more aware of potential adverse psychological effects they 
bring. An example of how such an awareness can help ease the negative effects of 
media exposure emerged after Hurricane Sandy devastated the eastern coast of 
America. Very young children who watched the devastation on TV were visibly 
frightened, presumably because they thought the disaster was happening again. 
Fortunately, Big Bird and his friends at Sesame Street came onto the scene. There 
was even a Sesame Street Workshop offering parents a “Hurricane Kit”, a set of 
age-appropriate resources to help them talk to their children. Many of these parents 
also began monitoring their children’s exposure to repeated images of Sandy’s
devastation.

 (Listen to extract 3 again)
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Part 2

You will hear six short recordings. In each recording, an employer shares what he or 
she looks out for when interviewing a fresh graduate. 

For questions 7 -12 choose from the list (A-G) the employer’s expectations of an
applicant. There is one extra letter which you do not need to use. DO NOT USE ANY 
LETTER MORE THAN ONCE.

You will hear the six recordings twice.

Texts for Questions 7 to 12

Speaker 1 (female) 
At the very least, he or she must be a responsible person who can be trusted to 
complete duties within the job scope. My ideal employee is one who’s also willing to 
stay on after office hours whenever we have a few back to back large scale projects
to complete. Most of my experience with new graduates have been pleasant so far.

Speaker 2 (male) 
Creativity is a must for design. I’m currently looking for an understudy who is not 
afraid to work hard. Although creativity is what my company values most, team work 
is absolutely crucial as well. I’ve encountered many new graduates, but the ones I
favour are keen learners who are also humble. I’ve come across interns who are not 
very good team players.

Speaker 3 (female)
I am looking to fill a few Human Resource positions, so what’s most important is a
keen interest in meeting and interacting with different people. The job applicants 
need not be outgoing, but they should not be too shy or reserved. I hope to find 
effective communicators and good listeners. They must also be organised and be 
able to handle administrative work as well.   

Speaker 4 (male)
Although we hope to hire a male engineer, we are prepared to hire a female 
engineer who can fulfil our expectations. Monthly travel is expected, and he or she 
must be prepared to work on board the ship for extended periods of time. The 
locations overseas are remote and even the most basic grocery shop can be hours 
away, so he or she should preferrably be able to drive.  

Speaker 5 (female)
The ability to meet deadlines is the first quality I look out for, and what’s more 
important than diligence is the ability to work smart. I also expect good organisational 
skills and the ability to manage time and stress. My interviews are usually informal to 
help me find out more about an applicant’s ability to perform under demanding 
working conditions.   

Speaker 6 (male)
Meeting customers is part and parcel of the job, so I expect some good 
communication skills. We prefer individuals who are friendly and patient. They must 
not shy away from any form of customer feedback, and must uphold a professional 
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image even when facing nasty customers. Anyone who is service-oriented or values
customer satisfaction is a suitable candidate.  

(Listen to the 6 recordings again) 

Part 3

You will hear a recording about international skating competitions. 

For Question 13, choose from the list (A-F) four pieces of information which are 
stated or implied in the recording. Put a tick ( ) for each piece of information.

No marks will be awarded if you tick more than four pieces of information.

You will hear the recording twice.

Text for Question 13

(documentary) 

The International Skating Union founded in 1892 is one of the oldest international 
sport federations overseeing international competitions. Figure skating costumes for 
competitions used to be handmade till the 1970s, and today they can cost up to 
thousands of dollars. One of many controversies that have plagued the skating 
fraternity took place at the European championships in 1988, when Katarina Witt 
performed in a skimpy costume trimmed with feathers, and no skirt. This led to the 
"Katarina Rule", requiring ladies to wear skirts and pants "covering the hips and 
posterior". This rule was repealed in 2004. The rule laid down by the International 
Skating Union today reads: “Ladies must wear a skirt. The Ladies dress must not 
give the effect of excessive nudity inappropriate for an athletic sport. Men must wear 
full-length trousers: no tights are allowed and the man’s costume may not be 
sleeveless.” Regardless of costume controversies, figure skating remains a popular 
sport and attracts a large audience who particularly enjoys the free skate segment 
which makes up the last of two segments in figure skating competitions.

 (Listen to the text again) 
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Part 4

You will hear a clip on the transformation of news print.

As you listen, take note of the ideas and details.

Complete the graphic organiser on Page 5. 

You will hear the recording twice.  

Text for Questions 14 to 21

The earliest recorded “newspaper” appeared around 59 B.C. Julius Caesar ordered 
that important events be written on large white boards for display in popular public 
places. Called the Acta, news posted mostly covered executions of criminals, 
government scandals and military campaigns. In 8th century China, the first 
newspaper appeared as hand-written news sheets in Beijing. 

In 1447, Johann Gutenberg invented the printing press which ushered in the era of 
the modern newspaper. Printed newsletters covered news on trade and commerce,
and their readers were mostly merchants. By the late 15th century, pamphlets on 
highly sensationalised reports were circulated in German cities. One such report was 
on the abuse Germans in Transylvania who suffered at the hands of Count Dracula. 
In 1556 the Venetian government published and sold Notizie scritte for a small coin.

It was only in the 17th century that the newspaper began to appear more regularly. 
The first modern newspapers circulated in western European countries like 
Germany, France, Belgium and England. These news periodicals consisted mainly 
of news items from Europe, and occasionally included information from America or 
Asia. Newspaper content began to cover domestic issues in the latter half of the 
century. Newspapers then followed strict censorship. In 1766, Sweden became the 
first country to pass a law protecting press freedom. 

Print media evolved after the invention of the telegraph in 1844, when information 
could be transferred within a matter of minutes. The newspaper was forced to 
innovate again when broadcast radio appeared in the media scene in the 1920s. 
Many editors began revamping their newspaper format and content. Competition 
stiffened further with the arrival of another contender: the television. Between 1940 
and 1990, newspaper circulation in America dropped from one newspaper for every 
two adults to one for every three. Some newspaper, like USA Today, sought to 
maintain readership by using colour and by utilising the “short, quick and to the point” 
stories usually featured on television. 

The technological revolution of today does not just create new challenges for 
traditional media, but also new opportunities. Ready information is now increasingly 
accessible to many across the globe. In the 1990s, 700 press companies had web 
sites; today there are thousands. For many readers, however, the newspaper in print 
remains the preferred and reliable medium for the reporting and analysis of events 
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today. A research study estimates that one billion people in the world read a 
newspaper every day. 

The Singapore Press Holdings, like other press companies, operates like any other 
business corporation. Other than publishing 18 newspapers in four languages, it 
produces over 100 magazine titles. It even organises large scale events such as 
conferences in Singapore and the region. In addition, it owns stakes in the radio, 
television and retail businesses. Two examples of its properties are Paragon along 
Orchard Road, and Clementi Mall. It also owns a subsidiary which develops 
condominium projects. One of its main English newspapers is the Straits Times. To 
improve the paper, it solicited feedback on ways to improve its news coverage and 
content presentation. To expand its readership, it now provides a range of 
subscription packages to cater to different groups of readers.  

(Listen to the text again) 
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Part 5

You will hear a sharing on the game of sepak takraw.

As you listen, complete the notes. You do not need to write in full sentences.

You will hear the recording only once.

Text for Question 22

The sepak takraw we know today is believed to have been around in Southeast Asia 
as early as in the 11th century. The name is believed to have come from two 
languages. Sepak is "kick" in Malay, and takraw is "ball" in Thai. Initially, the game
was very similar to the Japanese traditional game "kemari", where the players form a 
loose circle and the number of times the ball is kicked before it touches the ground is
counted. In the past, sepak takraw provided villagers of all ages with fun and a sense 
of shared community. It was played extensively in Thailand, the Philippines,
Malaysia, Singapore, Brunei, Myanmar, Indonesia and Laos.

The use of the net came about in the 19th century. In 1960, representatives of 
various Southeast Asian nations established a set of rules and regulations for the 
game and called it sepak takraw. In 1965, the game was included in the Southeast 
Asian Penisula Games and has made great strides since then. The formation of the 
International Sepak Takraw Federation by the Asian Sepak Takraw Federation in 
1988 further raised its global profile. Today, many countries outside of Asia have 
taken up the sport, including the United States, Canada, England, Finland, Germany, 
Puerto Rico, Colombia, Brazil, Australia and New Zealand.

Each sepak takraw team has three players. The court and the net height and size 
are identical to those used in badminton. The rules are very similar to those in 
volleyball, except for four. Firstly, hands are not allowed. Secondly, each player may 
touch the ball only once before it is kicked over the net. Next, there is no rotation in 
the defence positions. Lastly, a score is obtained even if the ball touches the net 
before falling into the opponent’s court. The ball is made of either rattan or plastic, 
and weighs between 170g and 190g. It is a small ball with 12 holes in it, and has a 
perimeter of only 40cm. 

(We have come to the end of the Listening Comprehension Examination. 
Goodbye.)
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English Language Listening Comprehension  
Secondary Four Express 2013 (SA2)

Name :_________________________(      )

Class :______________ Date: _________  ________ / 30

Part 1
Questions 1 – 6 

You will hear three different extracts. For questions 1 to 6, tick the answer (A, B, C or 
D) which fits best according to what you hear. There are two questions for each 
extract.

You will hear each extract twice.

Extract 1
1. Pei Xuan has agreed to        

A look for more boxes  

B  provide the required stationery

C  search for more pictures from the net

D  meet her group members at ten o’clock

2. The group has planned     
A  to finish their project the next day 

B  to do the project at Joe’s house

C to do without Pei Xuan’s help

D  to make a bigger box 

Extract 2
3. Which of the following statements is false? 

A  Joseph has been participating in running events for three years. 

B  Joseph enjoys the scenery while running. 

C Joseph hopes to run a half marathon soon.

D  Joseph finds the 10 kilometre run a breeze.  
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4. How did Joseph feel about running a full marathon in the end? 
A  He would definitely run a full marathon next.  

B  He was too afraid to consider doing it.

C He was considering the option.

D  He would have to go on a trial run first.

Extract 3
5. Media exposure is a concern because

A  it can adversely affect one’s wellbeing

B  children are especially vulnerable to it

C graphic images can cause distress

D  of increased use of digital media

6. According to the psychologist, what was one positive outcome of Hurricane 
Sandy?

A  Americans became aware of signs of hurricanes. 

B  Children became less addicted to watching television.  

C People became aware of the danger of media exposure.  

D  Parents began to monitor their children’s exposure to media. 
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Part 2
Questions 7 – 12

You will hear six short recordings. In each recording, an employer shares what he or 
she looks out for when interviewing a fresh graduate.

For questions 7 -12 choose from the list (A-G) the employer’s expectations of an 
applicant. There is one extra letter which you do not need to use. DO NOT USE ANY 
LETTER MORE THAN ONCE.

You will hear the six recordings twice.

A S/he must be a good organiser and listener.

7     Speaker 1……………………

B  Humble candidates who are open to learning
new things have an edge.

8     Speaker 2……………………
   

C S/he must not mind working over time.

9     Speaker 3……………………

D S/he is willing to work in remote areas.

10 Speaker 4……………………

E Candidates have to be personable and helpful.

11   Speaker 5……………………

F S/he must have a driver’s license.
               

12   Speaker 6……………………

G S/he must be able to perform under pressure.
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Part 3
Question 13

You will hear a recording about international skating competitions. 

For Question 13, choose from the list (A-F) four pieces of information which are 
stated or implied nformation.

No marks will be awarded if you tick more than four pieces of information.

You will hear the recording twice.

Stated/implied in 
the text

A Handmade costumes were rare in competitions after the seventies. [………………..]

B The “Katarina Rule” was imposed to ban revealing costumes. [………………..]

C There has been minimal controversy over figure skating costumes. [………………..]

D People enjoy watching the free skate segment of ice skating
competitions.

[………………..]

E Full-length pants are mandatory for male competitors. [………………..]

F The International Skating Union was founded to manage 
controversies. 

[………………..]
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Part 4
Questions 14 – 21

You will hear a clip on the transformation of news print.

As you listen, take note of the ideas and details.

Complete the graphic organiser.

You will hear the recording twice.

Example: The first “newspaper” was believed to have appeared around 59 B.C.   

 

8th century 1447 15th century (16) __________ 17th century

 

1
7
6
6

Today 
Press companies run like corporations.    

E.g. Singapore Press Holdings owns 
newspapers, magazines, shares and 

properties. It provides a range of 
subscription packages to expand  

(21) ____________________ 

1
8
4
4

 1920 to 1990: the rise of radio, then (20) ____________________ 
1920 to 1990: the rise of radio, 

Acta posted 
government 

scandals, military 
campaigns and 

executions 

The printing press was 
invented. News on trade 

and commerce for  

(15) ___________________ 

News periodicals distributed 
in countries like  

(17) ____________________ 
and  

(18) ____________________ 

Notizie scritte 
could be bought 

with a small 
coin 

Beijing produced 

(14) ____________________ 
news sheets 

Pamphlets on 
sensational news 

distributed in 
German cities. 

The 

(19) __________________ 
 

was invented 

Sweden passed 
law protecting 
press freedom 
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Part 5
Question 22

You will hear a sharing on the game of sepak takraw. 

As you listen, complete the notes. You do not need to write in full sentences.

You will hear the recording only once.

Its beginnings: 
• players play the game in a ……………………………………. 
• players keep kicking  the ball till it touches the ground
• provided villagers with fun and a sense of community
• Asian countries where it was played included Thailand, The 

Philippines, Malaysia, Singapore, Brunei and ……………………….. 

Its development:

1960 a set of rules and regulations was established

1965 game was included in Southeast Asian Penisula Games

……………. International Sepak Takraw Federation was formed

Non-Asian countries playing the game include United 
States, Canada, England, Finland, Germany, Puerto Rico, 
Colombia and …………………………………………………

Its equipment and rules:
• 3 players in each team
• ball is made of rattan or plastic, and weighs between 
……………. …and ………………

 • court, net height and size similar to badminton 
• similar rules as volleyball except

i) ………………………………….
ii) each player kicks the ball only once before it is kicked over the

net
iii) no rotation in defence positions
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ANSWERS – Secondary 4 Express (SA2) 2013

Part 1 Part 2 Part 3 Part 4
1 B
2 D
3 D
4 C
5 A
6 C

(1 mark each)

7 C
8 B
9 A 
10 D
11 G
12 E

    (1 mark each)

13 A  (1 mark)
B  (1 mark)
D  (1 mark)
E  (1 mark)

        (1 mark each)

14 handwritten
15 merchants       
16 1556
17 Germany /  
&   France / 
18  Belgium / 
     England

      19  telegraph  
      20 television
      21 readership  

(1 mark each)

Part 5

22  (loose) circle                                                                   (1 mark)
Myanmar / Indonesia / Laos                                           (1 mark)
1988                                                                               (1 mark)
Brazil / Australia / New Zealand                                     (1 mark)
170g and 190g                                                               (1 mark)
No hands (are allowed) / hands are disallowed             (1 mark)                                      
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